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Airport gears up for new radar system
By SUSAN McLEAN 
Review Staff Writer 
The first phase of installing 
Victoria International Airport’s 
radar system was put into place 
recently letting air traffic con­
trollers evesdrop on radar 
movements eminating from 
Vancouver Airport.
Steve Rybak, regional 
manager of public affairs for 
Transport Canada, says a small 
piece of equipment was installed 
at the Sidney control tower 
which will give local staff a taste 
of what’s to come.
fn three year’s time, the Vic­
toria airport will be upgraded 
with state-of-the art radar 
equipment. There is no radar 
system in Victoria at present, 
says Rybak.
The $17.5 million project is 
slated for completion in 1989.
NEW RADAR EQUIPMENT will soon guide these big jets safely into Pat Bay Airport. 
Mount Newton in the background is the site for the new proposed dome.
Costs include $13.9 million for 
the new radar equipment and 
another $2.3 million for increas­
ing work space and adding 
radar display screens in the air­
port control tower.
Smaller systems are scheduled
for five other British Columbia 
airports as part of Transport 
Canada’s $5 billion upgrading 
project over the next 25 years to 
modernize air navigational 
equipment nationwide, says 
Rybak.
“The overall purpose is to 
replace old aging radar systems 
used for air traffic control.’’
Once completed, the system 
will provide a higher degree of 
air safety, he maintains, plus 
give information on impending
thunder storms and heavy rain 
showers.
The new radar program isn’t 
new, says Rybak, noting it was 
approved in 1983.
But the local project moved 
one step closer to reality last 
week, when N.D. Lea 
Associates of Vancouver was 
awarded a $.1.2 million contract 
to prepare final design and 
engineering plans for the six air­
ports. The company will also 
supervise construction.
A contract to prepare the 
construction site on Mount 
Newton has not yet been award­
ed.
Two types of radar will even­
tually be in place at the local air­
port, explains Rybak. A 
primary radar system will be 
able to detect up to 4(X) radar 
targets and display them in
digital format on a screen.
The primary system can 
detect objects up to 80 nautical 
miles out to an altitude of 
23,000 feet.
It can also pick up and disply 
hazardous weather patterns in 
the area.
The secondary system is a 
more powerful radar, he says, 
used primarily for jet commer- 
cial aircraft carrying 
transponders.
This system can detect objects 
within a 250 nautical mile radius 
up to an altitude of 70,000 feet.
The radar equipment sends 
out electromagnetic energy in a 
microwave band, Rybak ex­
plains. This energy then 
bounces off solid targets, like 
other air traffic or storm 
systems, returning to the 
source.
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Lewis lashes CRD 
over beach land
The Capital Regional District 
cannot dictate land use for 
Island View beach according to 
Central Saanich Aid. Eric 
Lewis.
Lewis was reacting to a 
resolution by the CRD board to 
“strongly oppose issuing of per­
mits for the development of 
recreation vehicle parks on the 
pfoperties lying to the east of 
Homathko Road adjacent to 
Island View Regional Park:’^
Lewis said if CRD warit th®’; 
Island View beach property for 
a park they should buy it.
“Otherwise, they have no 
business telling us what the pro­
per land use should be. They 
have no authority to make those 
kinds of statements.
“If they want to make idiots 
of themselves we .should not be 
party to it,’’Lewis said.
He said the CRD parks 
department is expropriating by 
innuendo the three privately 
owned parcels along the Island 
View waterfront.
Council received applications 
from two of those property 
owners — Bud Michel! and Eric 
Mosvold—- to permit .seasonal 
RV parks on (heir land east of 
Homathko.
Council rejected one proposal 
from Mosvold calling for 200 
trailer placements on his 63-acrc 
land parcel.
Tl'ic iminiciixtliiy received a 
number of letters from Island 
View resident.s indicating their 
concern over the affect 
Mosvold’s proposal would have 
on the area,
They cited increased traffic 
volume, lack of sewer and water 
services and adiled noise as 
potential impacts by tlie 1?V 
site.
Mosvold’s .second applica­
tion, submitted iit a letter from 
his lawyer Kenttcih Stevenson,
RON CULLIS
was presented to council Feb. 3.
In the letter, Stevenson said 
he has been instructed by 
Mosvold to apply for a tem­
porary commercial use permit 
pursuant to Bill 62 recently ap­
proved by the provincial 
government.
Bill 62 permits the temporary 
u.se of property, up to a max­
imum of four years, not in ac­
cordance with municipal zon­
ing.
Stevenson .said Mo.svold now 
wants to establish a 50 to 75 
p 1 a c e m e n t s e a s o n a I c a m - 
pground only on ilic easterly 
portion of his property tidjacent 
to Isiand View beach.
Stevenson says the property 
between the ditch and 
Homathko i.s of little or no use,
“The property is inucli more 
easily feticed and controlled us­
ing the ditch as a dividing 
point.”
Because Mosvold’,s new ap-
holds up
plication is for temporary use 
only, Stevenson said it should 
have a wilderness designation 
and require limited facilities.
Mosvold said he patterns his 
proposal after swilderness cam­
pgrounds established on 
farmland in Europe.
Mayor Ron Gullis indicated 
he feels any RV development at 
Island View should be perma­
nent with adequate sewer and 
water servicing and locat ed west 
of Homathko.
“It would operate in a limited 
area and be tightly regulated. If 
that is not acceptable then the 
project should not go ahead.”
The constant erosion, he said, 
coupled with the need for an ex­
pensive dyking system makes 
the property east of Homathko 
inadequate for development.
It would be “naive” for 
council to permit a temporary 
land u.se permit “and think it 
will be gone after four years,” 
the mayor added.
The revised community plan, 
ratified last fall, calls for 
agricultu re lo be t he 
predominate use of the flats 
west of Homathko.
However, a new addition to 
the plan allows for seasonal 
recreational trailer use provided 
a development permit area is 
created to regulate its siting, 
relationship to the bench, public 
and road access and sewage col­
lection sy.stcin. Trailers must 
al,so be self-contained.
Council also approved 
general guidelines to be met in 
any seasonal rccrealiohal cam­
pground zoning bylaw or tern- 
portiry permit.
The guidelines were drawn up 
by municipal staff based on 
regulations u.sed in Onififio,
They deal with density, size, 
sc r V i c i n g, vv a t c r, public 
w'ashtoom.s, solid waste 
disposal, visitor parking, 
amenities, , road surface, en­
trance and exits, electrical and 
gencrttl landscape for both 
wilderness and cn route camp- 
sitc,s.
PINEAPPLES, leis and exotic Hawaiian fare will just be part of the fun at the second STAG 
dory building fundraising dinrier Saturday. Volunteer servers Grace Wilsoti, Sheila God­
win and Susan Godwin invite everyone out to dine ari.d,c!^nce.
A titan iirmed with a knife tied up a Breniwooii pliarmasist 
and intiile off with nine bottles of moipltiuc. codeine, cocaine 
and dcmorral Saturday evening. ^
rhe suspcci is described as a ('mieasian male. .lO- to 30 
yeais oUl, under six feet ittH, mcilium build with medium lo 
dark brown hair.
He approached Brentwood IDA piituioasist Pat Putiisou tt.s 
he svtv; leasing from the rear th'or at tO p nt.
The man ordered Paliison to opeii the safe and took the 
nine diffcteiti sizeil bottles of drugs, Central Saanich Police 
Chief Hob Miles said the dollar vahie Itas iioi been iletcrmiit- 
ed. No casit was taken. '
It look I’aiiison 20 tnimiies to free himself and call the 
'police,"’
The rohliery i.s still under investigation, Mtics asks tinti 
anyone who migbi luivt; seen aiiyilung susptcioiis ncai ilic 
71 HI West .Stumich Ro;ul ItH’aiion call (’emnii Ssiimicir police.
C'entral .Saanich eouncii 
created a new section in ilic of­
ficial settlement plan Monday 
night which will ptivc the way 
for a recreation yelsicle park on 
Island View Beach.
'^jemi'orary cominerci,al |)er- 
mils yvill be issued lo tillow ilie 
proposed development. 
Opposing the .si.x aldermen. 
Mayor Ron Cullii, reiterated his 
hidicf ihfii dll' ss'tilcmenrplan 
amendment could lend to a 
deluge of applications for tem­
porary perniits,
“1 think ihcie is a siangei 
here,” the mayor emiiioncd. 
”lt’s a trap we and other coun­
cils may fall into,”
Aldermen disagreed, .stating 
they would Judge any oilier ap­
plication on its own merit.
co- inator sou
A 27,7 per cent increase in 
United Way funding will give 
the Peninsula Community 
Association $23,000 in 1986, 
and provide for the organisa­
tion’s first paid executive direc­
tor.
The increase, up $5,000 from 
$18,000 in 1985, is the third 
largest funding increase granted 
by the fund-raising body in 
Greater Victoria. Only the Blan- 
shnrd Community Centre (27.8) 
and the Need Crisis I-.ine (72,4) 
received greaiei incrca.sc.s than 
ihcPCA.
Of the $23,000, $11,000 will 
fund part of the executive- 
director's salary, increases to 
co-ordinators salaries and 
reception administrative costs, 
chairman Anne .lohnsion said.
Tlirec PCA programs, youth 
services, comimmily cnunselliiig 
and voluIIIecr .services, wi 11 splii 
the remaining $15,000,
.lolinslon said the inonoy 
would augment federal and pro- 
vincitil funds in continuing pro­
grams such as Ilic newly 
developed counselling group for 
single parent.s. ,
“It will allow programs like 
that to continue and offsets ad- 
rniiiisirative costs in the office,” 
•lohn.ston said.
Until now, the executive- 
director was a volunteer posi­
tion filled by former PCA chair- 
nmit Gerry Edwards, who 
I'clired Feb, I. An honorarium 
of $9,000 per year was granted 
Edwnids.
The new position, presently 
being advertised, will see the 
director working four days full- 
lime, The salary will be paid 
with the United VVay litoney and 
I'cvenne from the PeninsiiSa Okl 
and New (‘hops (PGN).
The cxccutive-directOr is 
responsible for ndminisiration 
of the entire organisation, 
liason between the board and 
professionals, buildings 
maintenance and publicity. 
"He or she is basically lire 
face and voice to the publjc,” 
.lolmsion .saitl.
In recommending the 1*CA
increase, a United Way panel 
said, “(we) believe that an 
allocation of $23,000 for the ex­
tent of service being provided 
by the PCA is as good an invest­
ment as we will gel.”
Because of the range of ser­
vices provided and complicated 
funding sources the panel 
noted, ‘This agency is one that
cannot afford to be rudderie,ss, 
(and) we believe that a fair 
salary will probably be required 
to obtain an executive-director 
of appropriate calibre.”
The PCA .serves a population 
of 30,000 with a total budget of 
$14 million, approximately 




There arc two new faces 
at the Review.
Vic Swan has taken n|) 
duties as publishcr/advcr- 
tising manager and Susan 
Mcl.ean was appointed 
editor for the Saanich 
Pc nin s u la’s wee k Iy 
newspaper.
T'he changes stem from a 
ser ics o f promo 1 i ons wi t it i n 
Island Publisliers Ltd.
Former Sidney publisher 
Reg Cowie has taken top 
spot at a new ComTenny 
n(fw,spnper and former 
editor Brian Mitchell now 
heads up the chain’s 
editorial staff in Duncan. vlCi»WAN
Review reporter Barry Gcrding also left Sidney recently, to 
begin a new job as editor of a sister newspapci, the 
I.adysmith-Chcmalnus Chronicle.
Happy to leave ilie snow and suli-zero weather of Stiskat- 
chewan wlicre he served as advertising manager for tbe Swift 
Current Sun for the past year and a bnlf, Swan and wife 
Dtnvn look forward to gening to know their new cmnmuniiy.
Swan has 15 years experience in the busincs;. wot king for 
Vernon. Kamloops iind Maple Ridge newspiipers,
' Noting tlic Review’s long-standiiiig eommitmem to the 
peninsula communities, lire new ptilrlishci say?, his main ob- 
jcwiirc is lO liii'.'c tVic i'l.iisvi (la. iiaiuie aiid ..uniein;. ui
local residents.s-' ..
"The Revicsv should be involveii in ilic eciiuiniinily ami en­
courage open acce.ss to our renders and advertiscr.s,”
As editor, MeLeim also umlerstaiuls the Importsmee of 
keeping ukich with the eommimiiy through pat licipatioii.
She comes to the Review after a yetir and a lirtlf its editor of 
Ilie Ifidvsmith-Cliiemaittus Chrouiele. Pievionstv, she was 
employeil as a reporter with the Goldsticirni (iazette turd the 
! Sooke Mirror',"
'i
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Helicopter pilot dies lo crosh
DANCING FOR FUN are Keating Elementary Kindergarten French immersion students 
during the school’s open house and art-writing fair last week. Students at Saanichton 
Elementary also celebrated Education Week with a major gym display and open house.
NSoonich wonts piece of PIE
A local pilot was killed near 
Campbell River last week when 
his helicopter crashed into roll­
ing terrain.
Dead is Donald Honeyman, 
37, of Sidney.
A Victoria Rescue Co­
ordination Centre spokesman 
said Honeyman crashed during 
a flight from Port McNeill to 
Campbell River Mar. 11. The 
pilot apparently left Port
Victims 
fed up
Four times vandalised is loo 
much for a Sidney couple who 
are petitioning to have their 
apartment building parking lot 
fenced.
William and Margaret James’ 
car was vandalised for the 
fourth time in several months 
last week when culprits sprayed 
obscenities in artificial 
Christmas tree snow.
The car was scotch-taped, 
walked on and pelted with eggs 
in previous incidents.
While the snow was washed 
off without too much trouble, 
Margaret noted “it was rather 
embarrasing driving to the car 
wash with all that on the car. 
They completely covered it.’’
McNeil shortly before 7 p.m. 
following the highway through 
the valley.
Forty-five minutes into the 
hour-long flight, Honeyman 
radioed his company, 
Okanagan Helicopters, repor­
ting his estimated time of ar­
rival.
When he did not arrive as 
scheduled, searchers were 
dispatched. The wreckage of the 
helicopter was spotted 16 
kilometers northwest of Camp­
bell River the following morn­
ing.
In a bid to get a late piece of 
the action. North Saanich will 
be one of the last 12 B.C. 
municipalities to enter the pro­
vincial Partnership in Enter­
prise agreement.
Council agreed, upon the 
recommendation of Aids. Bar­
bara Brennan and Joan Beattie, 
to advertise for citizens to carry 
out a community profile survey, 
the first step in the partnership 
agreement.
If following the survey 
residents believe it would be 
useful, an economic survey 
could also be undertaken.
Mayor Lloyd Harrop noted 
that conversations with 
members of the Peninsula 
Chamber of Commerce in­
dicated “the chamber is not 
very enthusiastic about going 
the full-way with the Partners in 
Enterprise.”
Indicating the program could 
allow North Saanich an op­
portunity to do some necessary 
planning at a cost saving. Aid. 
Chris Lott responded, “the 
matter is to be decided by coun­
cil, not members of the com­
munity.”
Brennan said each 
municipality can participate to 
whatever degree they feel is 
beneficial to the community.
“We can go as far or as little 
as we want to go,” she said.
Council will select a citizens 




i until March 31st
ALL MAKES - INBOARDS & OUTBOARDS
GORDON CAVEEN
Licensed Mechanic for 17 years
MARINE SALES LTD,
656-0588
Break and enters have more 
than tripled in Central Saanich 
during the past year, and local 
police are appealing to the com­
munity to help solve the situa­
tion.
Nineteen break and enters oc- 
cured in the first two months of 
1986, as compared lo six during 
the same time in 1985, police 
Chief Bob Miles reports. Eleven 
break-ins occured in February.
“We’re concerned about the 
numbers in this community,” 
Miles said. “A good number of 
them are happening during the 
day, and we ask the public to 
call in if they see anything at all 
suspicious.”
The Brentwood Heights, 
Woodward Drive area .seemed 
to be targeted for some time, 
but lately break-ins have been 
reported throughout Central 
Saanich.
“Neighborhood Watch does 
work,” Miles advocates.
“We ask tliat people not 
hesitate to call even if it ends up 
being a mistake, And we ttsk 
that they call riglit away and not
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Saturday 8:00 orn-frOO pm 
Sunday 10;00 nm-4:00 pm
Officials believe the Bell 206B 
helicopter rolled over when it 
hit the ground.
At the time of the crash, 
altitude was limited due to over­
cast conditions and increasing 
darkness.
Considered an experienced 
pilot, Honeyman was an 
employee of the Sidney-based 
Vancouver Island Helicopters 
Ltd. for 12 years. He was hired 
by the Campbell River firm 
about a month ago.
Funeral services were held 
Sunday at St. Elizabeth Church.
REALTY WORLD
Sidney Realty
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney 
Telephone: )604) 656-3928
CONGRATULATES
Top Sales Associate-1985 
Saanich Peninsula
PETER SMITH
Realty World Canada recognizes and congratulates Peter for his 
hard work, efforts and results during the past year. Whether 
buying or selling . . . for sincere and personal attention to all 
your needs cal! Sidney Realty . . . ask for Peter . . . you’ll be 
glad you did.
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Water tower plans anger Friends of Park
By JEAN KAVANAGH 
Review Staff Writer 
A peninsula environnienlal 
group has called for an end lo 
development within John Dean 
Provincial Park, but the chair­
man of the Saanich Peninsula
but we’re looking ahead 50 
years when the park will be the 
most prized park on the penin­
sula.
“it’s the only real park we 
have.’’
Nyland said the group’s aim
ed by the province,’’ she con­
firmed.
“People are aware the pro­
vince is reviewing parks on 
southern Vancouver Island, but 
we’ve heard nothing about John 
Dean Park,’’ she said.
FRIENDS OF JOHN DEEN PARK, from left, Neil Michaluk, Edo Nyland, Kees Vermeer, 
Linda Michaluk, Elizabeth Nyland, Betty Miller, Muriel Ford and Chuck Ford stop in front 
of 700-year-old “His Majesty’’ ® named by John Dean. The environmental group is oppos­
ing an further construction in the park.
“Two were refused because 
of physical beauty and their 
park use,’’ he said.
The necessary 50- to 70-foot 
diameter could be hidden by 
trees, the concrete camouflaged 
with a green lint, and the reser­
voir buried underground, Sum­
mers said. He noted that the 
buried concept would be “im­
mensely more expensive.” A 
site at the base of the park, off 
an access road constructed by 
Transport Canada, would be 
ideal, and would cause little en­
vironmental damage. Summers 
said. ,
Transport Canada is looking 
at installing radar equipment at 
the top of Mount Newton for 
the Victoria International Air­
port. A military radar unit, in­
stalled in 1940-1941, will also be 
updated as part of a Canada- 
United Slates network of eight 
stations providing assistance to 
mariners.
Friends of John Dean Park 
feel these projects should be co­
ordinated with construction of 
the water tower. They also ad­
vocate locating the tower out­
side the park.
“We have pointed out alter­
native reservoir sites outside the 
park at the 800-fooi elevation, 
so there is no need to degrade 
this beautiful park,” Nyland 
said.
He added that a 1984 direc­
tive from provincial parks 
Director George Trachuk refus­
ed the CRD permission to place 
the reservoir in the park.
The water tower is necessary 
to serve new' housing 
developments planned for the 
south slopes of Mt. New'ton, 
phase three of Park Pacific’s 
Dean Park Estates and a possi­
ble development project bn the 
Cole Bay Indian Reserve. Sum­
mers said the projected popula­
tion numbers are: 1,720 people 
on the Paauquachin reserve, 
1,789 in Dean Park, 4,800 on 
the Central Saanich southern
slope, 715 in Bazan Bay West 
and 1,200 in the McTavish sub­
division.
The park tower would replace 
a smaller 200,000 gallon reser­
voir located lower and outside 
the park, and w'ould also pro­
vide an alternative to pumping 
stations.
Nyland, however, questioned 
the decision to build houses all 
the way up the mountain. 
“Why bring houses up the 
steepest slopes on one acre 
lots?”
Summers said the CRD “is 
trying to design a system to 
serve population needs for 20 to 
30 years into the future.”
Funding for the project is in 
place, Westwood said.
“One of the final stages is the 
engineering to set up the 
system.” he said.
Westwood said the project's 
urgency is compounded by the 
concern of possible forest fires
in John Dean Park.
“There are problems in terms 
of water pressure to deal with 
fire problems,” Westwood said. 
“With the advent of a tow'er at 
that elevation, we’d have an ad- 
ded resource.’’ Both 
Westwood and Nyland said they 
would favor a public informa­
tion meeting where community 









A NUTRITIOUS DINNER. 




* VOLUME DISCOUNTS to 10%
* SENIOR DISCOUNTS to 15% 
*24 DELICIOUS VARIETIES
IMAGINE COMING HOME 
OPENING THE FREEZER, 
TAKING OUT A HOMESTYLE
Water Commission says a water 
tower must be constructed.
“The ecological friends will 
have to weigh their interests 
against proper planning,” water 
commission chairman George 
Westwood said.
The Capital Regional District 
plans to build a $1.7 million, 
one million-gallon water reser­
voir 800 feet up Mount Newton 
in John Dean Park, and 
Westwood says the project must 
get underway this year.
“The public interest is served 
with a (water) tower at that base 
elevation, and if it’s not done it 
will cost taxpayers millions of 
dollars for water,” he said.
“The alternative is crisis 
management,” Westwood 
believes.
“We’ve had periods where 
we’ve had no water al all, and 
times like last summer when 
water was rationed.”
Friend.s of John Dean Park, 
however, (an ad-hoc group of 
about 20 conservationists) 
believe the park must be kept in 
its natural state.
“It’s tlie most i)iisiinc part of 
the whole peniu.sula,” group 
representative Edo Nyland said.
On a tour of the proposed site 
with CRD engineoi’ Alnn Sum­
mers, Nyland said: “we don’t 
want to be an ohsmiciivc force,
is to ensure no more develop­
ment takes place within park 
boundaries and that it remains a 
provincial park.
Rumors that John Dean Park 
is to be handed over the CRD, 
“are just that, rumors,” said 
CRD Parks Director Ramona 
Herrick.-'
“We’ve never been approach-
provincial parks planner Rick 
Simmons said a CRD takeover 
“has been discussed, but it’s 
nothing more than that.”
He said the parks department 
is awaiting a CRD report to 
determine a definite site,”
Summers said the CRD 
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SAVE $10,00 
Sidney Tire's special 
Includes dismounting 
two winter tires, 
mounting two 
summer tires, 
balancing all four 
wheels; Regular value 
$34.00. for a limited 
tlnte only
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Priorities
It requires a lot of courage for a small businessman to 
set up shop in today’s economy.
It takes even more intestinal fortitude if everything 
you own is put on the line to make a go of this venture.
That’s why Diane Deman deserves so much credit.
The Sidney woman — a single welfare mother with 
three children — is trying to battle her way out of a 
bureaucratic tangle intricately designed by the ministry 
of human resources.
Deman wants off the public dole. She wants to 
fully self-supportive contributing member ofbecome a 
society. 
To do this, she has opened up a used children’s 
clothing store. Sounds great, right?
Well, it might be if Deman had the neces.sary indepen­
dent financial backing to get over the initial hurdle.
But Deman’s drive and initiative has worked against 
her. Her recent trials have pointed out some glaring 
deficiencies in the welfare system.
From the beginning of her venture into free enter­
prise, MHR put obstacles in her path, suggesting she not 
bother look for work.
If this is the kind of incentive training spewing forth 
from the ministry, it’s no wonder the tax burden is ever- 
increasing with no end in sight.
After her shop’s first month of operation, her welfare 
payment was axed, despite the fact that her store’es pro­
fit only paid for operational costs, with nothing left 
over for salary.
MHR’s theory is that while trying to run a business, 
she can’t look for work.
We’re not even going to try to untangle that piece of 
logic.
Few would dispute the need of a welfare system 
tailored to temporarily help people in dire need. But no 
one could possibly condone a government expending 
money and energy trying to keep someone dependent on 
it.
If the government can af ford to bail out multi-million 
dollar corporations, banks and ski resorts, but can’t see 
fit to shell out a few hundred dollars for someone trying 
to help themselves, our priorities have run amuck.
1 ’
worms
Central Saanich council may be opening a giant can 
of.worms. '
Monday night’s decision to create a new section in the 
official community plan for temporary corrimercial per­
mits mighr be the^easy short-term solution to a sticky 
problem, but the move could very easily leave the 
municipality in a vulnerable position down the road.
The temporary permit designation is aimed at stalling 
any controversiaMong-term decision on the fate of a 
seasonal recreational trailer park proposed for Island 
View Beach.
Agreeing to a temporary permit, council members are 
saying to the developer: “Go ahead, invest, build a 
facility, but you might have to take it all away in a cou­
ple of years.’’ Not very practical and certainly not very 
realistic.
While Mayor Ron Cullis may be seeing mythical 
boogie monsters behind every corner, he does have a 
legitimate concern that council’s wishy-washy solution 
may be setting a dangerous precedent.
Editor:
I couldn’t agree more with 
your editorial (Mar. 5) entitled 
Help the Ducks. It is fortunate 
that you got photographs of the 
plight of the ducks on the lawns 
— and of the dirt, trees, roots 
and debris piled on the banks of 
Reay Creek.
These pictures will 
demonstrate how well our 
elected representatives heed the 
wishes of the community’s 
citizens who put them where 
they are. .
The ink was hardly dry on 
your paper with its front page
article Residents Fight To Save 
Reay Creek -— and the excellent 
editorial — before the equip­
ment was in place making sure 
the creek would really be ruined 
before anyone would or could 
do anything. The desecration of 
that proposed park, and the 
lack of interest and/or concern, 
is but another example of the 
weaknes.ses and amoral al­
titudes displayed by all too 
many politicians.
It is indeed hard to determine 
what is uppermost in the minds 
of those who would permit such 
a travesty on the rights of peo-
Wilderness report excellent work
VICTORIA - When En­
vironment Minister Austin 
Pel ton appointed the 
Wildcriiie.s.s Advi.sory Cominil- 
tce and instructed it to ex­
amine a number of conten­
tious is.sucs, cynics expected a 
report that would amount to 
little more titan a sycophantic 
approval of tiovernment 
policies,
The cynics were in for a sur­
prise, ’rite committee’s report 
which has just been released is 
a rcfre.shing doeunient that 
sliould give the giiN'ernmeiu 
something to chew on.
The clghi-meuiber commit­
tee, headed by Vancouver 
lawyer llryan Williams, was 
told to "consider the place of 
wilderness in a (.iianging socie­
ty, one in which choices 
among resource uses will 
become increasingly difficult, 
and in which the decisions we 
make today will profoundly 
affect the lifestyle wc enjoy 
tomorrow."
In other svords, the commit­
tee was handed nne of the hot ­
test political pnianu's — ilie 
use of rapidly dwindling 
vvildcrncss'iircas,
In my books, ihe commit tee 
acquitted ii.scif admirably. The 
report has alieitdy drawn 
criticism from both the cn- 
virorimcnialists and the in- 
..dur:trlnMnter»‘>?tf!; Wthut lv»»(rcr
proof lliat it did«good job?
Tlic committee’s rccommen- 
dalioi'is for the prer,erv:\tion r>f 
wilderness areas and the 
c.stablisl»mcnl of scenic cor­




every part of the province,
The most farcreaching 
recommendation concerns the 
dedication of .South Moresby 
in the Queen Chariot tes tis a 
wilderness park, something 
environmentalists have been 
advocating for years.
But Williams says there’s a 
price to pay for preserving 
.South Moresby. The commit­
tee recommends that l.ycH 
Island, with the exception of a 
strip on the we.st side, as well 
as Windy Bay, shotild con­
tinue to he logged, fhat 
recommendation won’t wash 
with the environmentalists 
who want all of Lyell Isltmd 
preserved.
Logging cornpiinics holding 
limber licences on South 
Moresby, on the other hand, 
aren’t Iluilled either, fhey 
want compensation if they 
can’t log the area. The com­
mittee .says the compimics 
should be given other areas to 
log In exchange.
'' Tim comrriit'tce ('cccm'mmnd:,' 
Slcmth Mttrcjlby become a na­
tional park, blit adds that the 
province should go it alone if 
,, On .'agreement with , Ottawa 
can't be reached within , two 
years, ^
Another recommendation 
calls for the cstablislimeni of a 
recreational area in the Sicitt 
River Canyon. In view of the 
heritage and spiritual values of 
the Stein Canyon to the l-yttcn 
Indian band, the committee 
recommends tliat no road be 
constructed into the canyon 
without prior agreement bet­
ween Ihe Indians and the pro- 
vincial government,
Proponents of an ecological 
reserve in the Khutzcymatccn 
Valley near Prince Rupert 
were out of luck. The commit­
tee said no.
For northern B.C., the com­
mit tec recommends the 
designation of ti scenic cor­
ridor in the .Stikinc Valley 
from Highway T7 to the 
Ala.ska border. Such a 
d e ,s i g n a i i o n w o u I d t« c- 
cormnodale certain dcwelop- 
rnenl, as long as it was cntisis- 
tem with (he preservation of 
scenic values,
The committee also recom- 
nicads ibal "ihe CAcvatiiiaud
and scenic" Wokkpash Valley 
be added to .Stone Mountain 
r.ii k, west of Foi l Nclsun, 
Aiiother lecommendiiiion 
calls for the addition of several 
patccls to Wells c irey I’ark.
Aside from specific rccont- 
tnendations regarding the pro- 
ection of important wilderness 
areas, the committee calls foi 
new legislation — a Natural 
Areas Protection Act — that 
would enshrine such protec­
tion in law.
Under the proposed act, the 
government would appoint a 
per m a ii c n t n i n e - m c m b e r 
Natural Areas Advisory Coun­
cil which would report to the 
environment minister.
As with every report, the 
question is wlnti will the 
government do with it?
Pchon was somewhat non­
committal when he .assured 
Williams that he and his 
cabinet colleagues would give 
the report "serious considera­
tion."
It should get more than just 
consideration. A lot of work 
went into the report, A lot of 
work and soul-searching. Ask­
ed whether the final result was 
a reflection of his beliefs at the 
outset, Williams shook his 
head.
When he began the task, he 
said, he would rather have 
designaital Ilic whole province. 
Bur it had been the job of the 
committee lo "cut through the 
crnotionali.sm" and produce 
recommendations that are in 
the interest of all British Col- 
lunbians, not Jurt the logging 
industry, andtmi jusi I he en- 
viromnenlalists.
Judging from the rnttcornc, 
the committee did just that. 
The report is an excellent piece 
of woik.
pie, be it greed or stupidity. It 
might also be interesting to 
know how the 
developer/builder got a license 
for this adverse development.
As one who knows only too 
well what it is to deal with the 
hypocrisy of government in not 
living up to plans agreed upon 
and promises made, it seems to 
me that "outraged residents" 
won’t stand (and shouldn’t) for 
much more thoughtless plann­
ing and may in fact search for a 
way to halt the destruction they 
call “needless and unfair."
1 wonder what happened to 
all those wonderful plan.s to 
protect our natural resources; to 
prevent the destruction of our 
wildlife and sanctuaries; to 
maintain the natural settings in 
which wc live in the Sidney- 
North Saanich area? Why 
should opportunists be allowed 
to destroy characteristics and 
ideals th.ai make our lives wor­
thwhile?
I just returned from another 
view of that awful mess being
created and felt sick to my 
stomach for the utter disregard 
displayed by those political 
representatiaves who approved 
such a dastardly project. Yes I 
voted for some of them, but I 
shall never make that mistake 
again — and I hope the whole 
community will remember what 
people power did in the 
Phillipines. Maybe it’s time we 
displayed the same people 
power in our own land before it 
is totally destroyed.
And finally, it would be 
wonderful indeed to know that 
leadership at all levels of 
government is comprised of 
men and women who possess 
courage, initiative, foresight, 
imagination and integrity of 
purpo.se. Yes I’m sure there are 
still sonic people who have, and 
would reflect iii their actions, 
these virtues. It seems to me 
that it is time we seek them out 
ant) put them in office if we as a 
community, as a province, and 
as a nation are lo survive.
J. George St radian
FROM THE 
rOP OF THE PILE
No a bomb (litln'i fall on Sidney fast Wednesday.
F'ire protection officer Md Baldwin said the large bang heard 
abnui 5:JO p.m.. which knocked power tnii lor several seconds, 
wa.s the rcsuii of sheet lightening.
Fellows in Ilic fireiudl at the lime said it had been a long limc 
.since (liey’d seen anyihing like Iasi week's flasli in ilie fiky,
Sticking to a job for JO years is worih celebrating. ii 
A siirpriso retirement dinrier and dance lionoring Butler Brothers 
rcady rnix driver Stanley Scotl-Polson was held Mar, I, Don 
Wntling acted as master of ceremonies, Albert Gail said grace, 
Brian Butler toasted Stan and wife Audrey, wbih' Gladys 
Cunningham look the 100 guests ilmnigli a stroll down memoty 
lane wiiii stories of the late 1050s.
Claude Butler picsemed Stan with a gold wateb from t'ae com 
pany, sociardiib and friciuls. The honored gitcsi .dso received a 
mininliife ready-mix truckdecked out with iiuiriher MJ, plus a cap 
and T-shirt V
Thought for the week: Nothing Is really work iinleSs you would 
rather lie doing sonielhing elsci
Congralulaiioiis and thanks were issued to local Native foster 
parenis Cecilia Thomas, Joanne, Tony. Marilyn aitd Gus 
ilnderwnod who t’elebrated five vears of fostei'ing March 1 .s at jI 
special (•vening reception
Minister of Humnn Resotiree.s Jim Nielsen was on hand to pet • 
soiially (hank foster parents for ilieti time ami committmetu to 
ehiidreii. '
I .! .













Plans for park 
short-sighted
Editor:
On March 11, Capital Region 
District’s design engineer, Allan 
Summers guided a group of 14 
concerned citizens to five sites 
in John Dean Provincial Park 
considered for the construction 
of a large water reservoir to ser­
vice the area surrounding 
Mount Newton.
The water commission re­
quested permission to build the 
reservoir in the park. In a letter 
dated Oct. 3, 1984, parks direc­
tor George Trachuk flatly refus­
ed permission to place the reser­
voir there saying it was “not 
consistent with the intent of the 
Park Act.”
In 1921, John Dean willed 
this small but beautiful park to 
the people of British Columbia 
to be used as a public park in 
perpetuity. He had loved its 
serenity and only reluctantly 
agreed to an access road, to be 
constructed for fire suppression 
purposes in 1937. It is the oldest 
donated park in the province 
and harbors the only easily ac­
cessible virgin stand of old- 
growth coastal forest in the 
vicinity of Victoria. Many of 
the trees are estimated to be 
more than 500 years old. This 
and the pristene setting make 
this a unique and special place 
to be.
A confidential cabinet docu­
ment is said to e.xist which 
recommends that a number of 
provincial parks be offered to 
local control. In it, John Dean 
Park is slated to become a CRD 
park “because the park is hot of 
provincial significance.” This 
would be a disastrous move.
Imagine what will be left of 
John Dean Park if two more 
reservoirs are allowed to be con­
structed within its boundaries, 
complete with access roads, in­
terconnecting pipelines, power 
lines etc.
The short-sightedness of 
politicians and businessmen, 
eager to push land development 
to the limit and force house con­
struction high up on the ex­
tremely steep slopes of Mount 
Newton, will eventually result in 
serious degradation of the 
quality of life on the peninsula 
and will drive the municipal 
taxes up considerably. These 
quick-buck artists have no con­
sideration for those who will 
come after us. Are we going to 
allow them to accumulate 
massive profits at the expense of 
the sanctuary that John Dean so 
generously bequeathed?
One look at the contour map 
will show there are several 
suitable sites outside the park 
boundary; in fact they were 
outlined on the map which the 
engineer had with him when he 
conducted the tour.
Within the next 50 years the 
housing saturation point will 
have been reached and, no 
doubt, many high-rises will 
have been built. A park of this 
quality and size at that time in 
the future will be a priceless 
asset to those who will be living 
here then. Sacrificing this park 
only to maximize short-term 




Friends of John Dean
Fool’s Day, again
Editor:
Got a secret for you all. 
Hearken an ear real good fer 
aint nobody else a gonna tell 
yer. All youse that got kin in 
Extended Care is a-goona hev to 
tell yer ole folks that Pee- 
Resident Bennet is a-gonna rip 
some more dough off’n their 
pore wore-out ole hides come 
April 1st. (Sorta prophetic date 
eh?-Foors Day and we’re them 
fer sure).
How’s I know all this? Well 
Lordy, I just got my M.S.P. bill
Good job
Editor:
The recent Basil Parker Run 
was a tremendous success again 
this year. The sun shone and the 
creek was deep and the course 
offered a real challenge to the 
many participants.
While sponsored by the Parks 
and Recreation Department of 
Central Saanich under director 
of Tim Richards, it could not 
have been the success it was 
without the great participation 
of people in the community.
Special thanks go to the 
private land owners who allow­
ed the course to cross their pro­
perty, the community recreation 
classes at Stelly’s and Parkland 
schools and the many area 
residents who volunteered their 
time. A job well done.
Aid. Wayne Watkins 
Central Saanich Parks 
and Recreation
and it said that the Govment 
“announced a premium in­
crease of 5.5. per cent effective 
April 1st,” and as Politician 
follows trough. Your kin is a- 
gonna git it too - in the Derriere 
fer sure.
Funny, - I can’t rightly 
remember an announcement - 
maybe it was mixed up 
somewhere in them “Circus 86” 
Pamphlets.
That’s the problem with them 
there Brochures - they’re all to 
dang shiny - 1 say put the Logo 







Further to the article headed 
Starvathon (Mar. 21) the 
Catholic Youth Group did hold 
the event initiated by Carla Hig­
gins and Heather Kelsey.
The participants were young 
people from the whole Penin­
sula area including some who 
attend Our Lady of Assumption 
Church in Brentwood. Not all 
were members of the Youth 
Group and two “starvers” were 
of another faith.
These young adults are a 
pleasre to be with and we can all 
be proud of them.
Clem Tisserand
Rational people are feminists
Feminism: “the theory, 
cult, or practice of those who 
advocate such legal and social 
changes as will establish 
political, economic and social 
equality of the sexes.” 
(Webster’s New Collegiate 
Dictionary)
On this basis I am obviously 
a feminist, and would assume 
all rational and fair-minded 
people of both sexes to be the 
same. Having declared this, 
for the record, I feel at liberty, 
as {5 any member of any group 
in a democracy, to protest as 
vigorously as possible the ab­
surdities currently advocated 
Till the name of feminism by 
those I can only refer to as 
members of the feminist fr­
inge. (Recognition of the fact 
that such a group exists is long 
overdue, and I offer this name 
to those who feel that it fits the 
bill.)
I5enator Robichaud, com­
menting on the government’s 
decision to seek a “non- 
.sexist” name for the National 
Mui'.eum of Man, distinguish­
ed !iim.self by some sad and 
sexi.st attempts at humor. 
Nevertheless, 1 have to agree 
with him when he states that 
“the Conservative government 
has only agreed to the name- 
change to satisfy extremists 
within tlic feminist move­
ment.” It seems that at least 
some church leaders are 
likewise ready to compromise
ALAN ST. CLAIR
common sense in the interest 
of placating the few who com­
plain loudly enough; only last 
week I was informed from the 
pulpit that “inclusive 
language” would in future be 
used whenever possible.
Now, while no one would 
dispute the need to avoid giv­
ing unnece-ssary offence, we 
must surely be on our guard 
against those who seem to seek 
unnecessary offence, and to 
find it where it simply doesn’t 
exist. “It just isn’t fair!” com­
plains the lady in the commer­
cial. “They’ve got the wide 
stick, and just look at what 
we’ve got!” Too many of 
those on the fringe seem to sec 
the world, as she does, as a 
battlefield where the conflict is 
forever between “them” and 
“us,” where peaceful co­
existence is unthinkable, and 
where the struggle is not for 
equality, but for supremacy.
“l-eminism ... is about 
putting women first,” writes a 
highly articulate feminist in a 
recent letter to a local
newspaper. From such sources 
appear to come the current 
pathetic attempts to coerce ra­
tional people to abandon 
traditional forms of expres­
sion — attempts that are clear­






ship” — Should 1, as a man, 
find these expressions offen­
sive? I don’t., and I am truly 
sorry for any man who does. 
Wliy then, must wc be con­
stantly assailed by screams 
about the traditional use of 
words like “he” and ‘’man” 
— uses which appear to have 
offended nobody until recent­
ly? Virginia Woolf, surely one 
of the earliest, brightest, and 
best of feminists, used such ex­
pressions her.sclf, and appears 
to have found no offence in 
them,
Perhaps if our peripheral 
ladies were to think about 
language more, they would
have fewer problems. For ex­
ample, they might realize that 
words have only gender: only 
people and animals have sex. 
I’m sure that Roman farmers, 
Roman sailors, and Roman 
soldiers on sentry-go on 
Hadrian’s Wall didn’t feel 
upset because the words for 
“farmer,” “sailor,” and 
“sentry” were feminine. I’m 
sure that German maidens 
don’t feel insulted because 
their word for girl is neuter. I 
doubt very much if Anglo- 
Saxon women felt inferior 
because the word for 
“woman” was masculine.
But, of course, the crux of. 
the matter is that the great m.a- 
jority of rational, normal 
women today don’t appear to 
be in the least up.set by normal 
English usage, and that all the 
di\d.sive nonsense is forced 
upon us by a small but vocal 
minority.
They pre.sent a fascinating 
spectacle, thc.se militant ladies, 
trying valiantly to divert the 
tide of language, yet obviously 
totally unaware of the im­
possibility of the task. They 
are remini.scent of old King 
Canute, sitting at the edge of 
the waves, and ordering the 
tide to withdraw — until his 
feet got too wet. It is perhaps 
significant that Canute’s 
name, in his own day, was 
spelled “emit”, cognate with 
“hnut” meaning “a nut.”
/'prr
One inoining last week a iu ighi sun began its job iV warm­
ing our section ol the world. It promised to be one of those 
rare, ettcrgy-flllcd mornings whcri a myriad of jobs, to<s long 
delayed, would be tackled and dispatched.
Over a siemuing cup id caffeine I listed the tasks destined 
for energetic demolition,
1 ought to-'sort the newspat'iers, tnaga/ines, glass and tin 
stored for lecyclittg iit various basement cenners. I ought to 
clear the work bem.h of all Untse sciews, n,iils,;hopks, ball- 
empty I'lainf cans, rags, Sandpaper scraps, stir sticks and 
miscellaneous io(tb,.
While I'm in the basentent. I tinghi to purge ilie storage 
.sheh'e.s of the stacivof iigsiiw pu//lcs, eacli missing at least 
one iiisCi:, and haul the '.hon chunks of lumber sased for 
repaii jobs which itever mntciiali/eil om to the wood pile itt 
- iliccarporf. ^ • ■ ■■ s ^#0,,
1 ought to .sweep out lire caiptni and either contposi or 
hum the vviiuer’s aecmmilation ol dead teaves anil biuilc 
twigs, It might mwv be Kto late hilt I might to finish vumtittg 
the apple and iteaeh trees, I hcii bnds lire beginning to f.liow 
promise.
I otighi to cheek which fh lice's roots are lespnnsilrle lot 
lifting selected sections of the driveway at tite side itf the 
tse. I otiglil to wrap my hiuuls atotmd a Swede saw and
work the business side of its Irladc across the trunk of the tree 
rite I'oremtm wants removed from the front of the house.
1 ought to finish lire fall garden digging so the earth is ready 
for ,its spring turning. 1 ought to ehcok last year's .seed 
packages, determine what in ihcmmight grow this year, then 
visit the local garden shop to fill in the gaps.
I ought to lay in a store of up-io-dtile tree .spray,s, get soine 
grass seed, sharpen the lawnmower, clippcf.s, shears and 
assorted kiiclieri knives,
1 ought to change tlic tires from w iniei to summer. 1 ought 
to wasli the car, inside and out, and deliver it to tlic car docior 
so that its tripes can be checked,
Before the next rain, I ought to clieek the roof near the 
chimney nnd try to locale the tiny hole which sometimes 
allows water to drip into our dining area, While I’m up there I 
ought to clean away the accumulation of seeds, leaves anil 
needles from the downspouts.
I definately ought to clean the w'indows.
My excuse that it’s better to have opaque glass so 
neiglihours and nefarious characters are unable to see in is. 
1'hc Foreman says, more tluan offset by the fact that crowds 
of bad guys brandishing clnlw and gnus could congregate on 
our from lawn without us being wise to them,
I ought to go through the mounting pile of books beside my 
bed and either read them or cart them downstairs to be filed 
on shels’cs svilb their frietv.ls, I ah'o ongbt lo reorgrtni/e rd! the 
liooks in some sort of sequence so that both 1 and the people 1 
live with can find what w'c’rc looking for.
I ought to put the pictures of last stitruner's holiday into an 
album and label them befoic w'C|idl Ungei winch scenes we 
captured and the people in them turn to strangers.
I ought to gel anoilicr cup of coffee but ilie pot'.s down to 
dregs so I ought to grind a few mote beans and hotl another 
Kc'illcot water.
While I’m waiting for the water to heat, I ougiii to figure 
out where the rnorning went. It’s almost time for lunch.
SIDNEY/NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
SATURDAY, MARCH 22nd 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
ST. ANDREWS’S CHURCH HALL 
(Margaret Vaughan-Birch Hall)
Fourth Street, Sidney
Patrick D. Crofton, M.P. — Speaker
Sue is Alive and Well
AND WORKING AT
Cameo Beauty Salon






If tire costs have you in a tailspin, take heart — from 
March b) 'til April 14, you can roll mu on Atlas Perma Trac 
MK 1\' ali-season siecl heltcd radials at siibsiamial .savings. 
I^crformancc rated to 65,000 kni anti backed by the 
famous Atlas Road Ihizard C.uanmtcc, Perma Trac MK IV 
radials are designed wiilr a road-lmgginglilock tread and 
clean sidewall styling. Sizes fit most passenger cars and 
many vans and light trucks.
Don't wait — make tr:icks to your pariicip;iting Atlas 
retailer before April 11, 1986, and s:i\'e big on affordable, 
all-season Perma Trac MK IV sieel-belied radials, And 
while you're du*re, ask ;ibout Atlas Iligli Perfornumce 
speed rated, steel-belted radials, block tread, saimmer 
blackwalls designed spedfictilly for high performance 
cars,
Pricedfrom $J^Qg95 I’l»3/70IiUi,V
Check out these savings
r*oumo ffne MK IV SnktPHco
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SOUTH AFRICAN journalist and activist Jesse Duarte.
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Stop defining our conditions for 
us — understand them; We 
don’t want apartheid anymore, 
why don’t people understand 
that and accept that.
Jesse Duarte, a South African 
journalist and general secretary 
of the country’s largest 
women’s organisation, toured 
Vancouver Island last week to 
recount, firsthand, the situation 
in her country today. She spoke 
to the Review before leaving 
Victoria.
Review: What is happening 
today in South Africa?
’ Duarte: The conditions are 
very harsh, harsher than people 
can imagine. Many black people 
haven’t had jobs for years, food 
is exported put of the country 
and people are starving. 
Violence against children by the 
police is extreme; the ones who 
can’run away fast enough get 
shot. People are angry, and they; ’ 
get angry enough to do 
unlawful acts. We cannot live 
where we want to live; the pass 
laws are still in effect, but under 
a different name now. We are 
not allowed to be free.
Review: You’ve been here for 
only a week, but in that time 
what are your perceptions about 
how Canadians see the South 
African situation?
Duarte: People know very lit­
tle about the day to day livestyle 
of what apartheid puts you 
through. People want to 
moderate what I say. For a lot 
of Canadians there’s a great 
fear of the whole question of 
the violence. 1 feel like 1 have to 
apologi.se for saying I want to 
be free. It’.s very difficult for 
me, I don’t want to apologi.se, 
and 1 won’t.
People arc supportive to a 
certain extent. Having heard 
me, they say okay what she’s 
saying is palitable. But having 
gained that understanding they 
turn it around in the sense of 
that ‘yes, but’, that but is 
always there and titat’s a very 
di.sturbing thing for me.
Review: Are yoii finding 
much opposition to what you’re 
saying?
Duarte; The question of are 
we capable to govern ourselves 
corncs up so often. Basically,
; because people here arc not haV- 
*ing to deal with the issues tip 
I front, it is difficult for iliein to 
I accept . Internationally, racism 
jis such att emotional thing, that 
tpeople who practice it, in their 
J own minds, they won't ticcepi 
'that it is wrong,
' Review; Do you think racisih 
f isan is.sue here? 
j Duarte: I think the average 
;Canadian is a racist. I’m having
• a lot of conflicts wiilt Caitada, I 
I thought it was a mueVt more 
’progressive country, but the
• raci.srn is visibly there.
another Commonw'ealth sum­
mit to discuss imposing harsher 
sanctions on South Africa. Do 
these summits help at all?
Duarte: Yes, some people do 
think they serve some purpose. I 
have very little faith in these 
summits, because who are the 
people who go to Com­
monwealth summits? Politi­
cians, who have influence and 
financial support, and they’re 
going to look at the realities of 
the economic situation before 
they look at the lives of the peo­
ple inside the country.
Review: How can ordinary 
people make a difference? Does 
supporting groups like Oxfam 
who work in South Africa help?
Duarte: Yes, definitely. And 
by pressurizing their own 
governments. Governments and 
people are different.
Review: What has to happen 
in South Africa to change the 
; economic structure?
Duarte: Basically a situation 
where the black people, or ma­
jority of the country’s people, 
have the right to determine their 
own destiny economically. 
We’re not saying people have to 
get out of the country, we’re- 
saying share the profits with the 
people. We’re not . fighting 
white people, we’re fighting the 
system of apartheid.
Review: Do you have much 
support among white South 
Africans?
Duarte: Yes, there is a lot of 
support, honestly.
Review: What types of ac­
tivist demonstrations can you 
overtly participate in at home?
Duarte: Apartheid i.s not a 
cau.se you know. VVe’rc not 
fighting a cause, we’re fighting 
for the right to freedom for life. 
People who speak out are de­
tained, a lot of people have 
died, especially old people and 
children. People don’t care 
anymore about the types of ac­
tivities they participate in. Wc 
do whatever wc have lo do, and 
we lake tlic risks and pay for it 
in whatever way vve luive to. 
The whole teim ‘allow’ is 
something we're taking out of 
our vocabulary. Why should 
they liave so miicli power to 
itllow or tli,sanow us to do tliis 
or that or Ilie other?
Review: Can you comment 
on the media coverage you’ve 
seen here on South Africii.
Duarte: TTte circumstances 
upon why tilings liappcn arc 
newer told. It makes it look like 
blacks are violent, and that’s 
what the govcmmmi wants, to 
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LIMITED EDITION PRINTS
“Morning on the River — 
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While she could noi openly 
ask people to boycott .Souiii 
African procliicl.s (the penally is 
five years in prisoii upon return­
ing home) Dmirte siticl, “We 
know we will suffer if tlieie are
QUALITY AUTO PARTS
5 Review; How do yoii reach
! people who are openly lio.siile?
; Duarte;,,People are tired of 
cause,s. They feel a need to sort 
out their own pioblcm.s, which 
is a selfish view, an isolationist 
»view. Pm not saying you 
shouldn’t correct your own
J socieiy, all Pm saying is. that 
Jymif screieiy in that way sup. 
" 'poit;/racism in'mtrw:." nnd wn 
" don’t want that. Black people 
tare looking lor the world to 




sanctions, but wc can't .suffer 
more than wc do now,
“By supporting the 
African government, 
suppoiling racism.”
..O.sfam Victoria CO urdiiuUurs 
,lohn Ciraltam ami I ynn linnicr 
advocate (hat people boycott 
hoinh AIncan goods, anti svniu 
to MPs voicing these feelings.
A tiemonstraiion to protest
Bam Shorn' inveOfiifttl in Somlr
Africa and the sale of South 
African products in B.(”. licpjor 
stores, sponsfsred by f t'cfnvn smd 





^ looking to the World for direc- Action Loaliiion, will be lidd 
’ tion, and the svorJd is, s,up* Mardr 21 at 4:30 p.m. from 
porting » ntinority pcrspcciivcy 
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RANGE OVER CoUPON
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• JAVA RICE FINCH
• SAFFRON FINCH
• TRI. BLACK. WHITE NUNS




• GREEN SINGING FINCHESe
• CUT-THROAT FINCHES
• STRAWBERRY FINCHES 
•RED CHEEKED CORDON BLUE 
FINCHES
• GOLD BREASTED WAXBILLS
HALSA
SHAMPOO 450 ml 
FOAMSNG









'] he new Sidney l ire truek. exi^eeted to arrive in ;i tew mon­
ths, won't have to sit on the street.
ITic Sidne>' Wdunteer l ire Department will sell a 1962 
truck and donate a 1947 model to the .Saanich Artiittets Socie­
ty to mtike room lor the new vehicle.
Duriny the past monih, eouncii debtited the state of the pre- 
senl firelittll, ;md tried to determine where the new truck 
eoiild be housed.
A SI 10,000 renovation to the 'I'hird Street firchall was ap- 
prewed three weeks ago ;is part of a two-phase project to br­
ing the hieility up lo building code standards.
Fire chief Mel Baldwin said the SI 10,000 would be used to 
rtiise the roof so the new truck could be parked in the hall.
“Heiglit i.s a problem for the new truck, but wc don’t have 
all the specifies yet.” Baldwin said.
Council budgeted the SI 10,000 expenditure for 1986-87, 
and an additional S140.000 is expected to be spent in 1987-SS 
to bring the hall up to standard
Yellow 
meons broke
Yellow means brake not ac­
celerate!
Driving habits al certain 
Greater Victoria intersections 
including Ml. New'ton and 
Highway 17 will be the focus of 
a new enforcement and safety 
campaign mounted by police 













BABY GREEN TURTLES 
E5ABY RABBITS 
BABY GUINA PIGS 
SCEINECE DIET CANNED DOG AND 
CAT FOOD
NUTRO MAX DOG FOOD
•EASTER BASKET BOKA 
OF SPRING FLOWERS .
eASTFR SUNDAV IS MARCH SOth
1 Atuj, fi1
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With every garage sale 
you get
RAIN INSURANCE
No one can predict the weather ex­
actly, but you don’t have to worry 
about rain ruining your garage sale 
when you place an ad in the Review 
classified section. Every garage 
sale automatically benefits, from 
rain insurance.
of B.C. «
Beginning last Monday,^ 
police officers will pay special* 
attention to certain high risk 
“black spot’’ intersections. 
They are looking to reduce in­
cidents where motorists run 
yellow lights or enter unsafely 
by failing to properly yield to 
on-coming traffic.
Provincially, about 43 per 
cent of all casualty accidents oc­
cur at intersections. Tn urban 
areas, this figure jumps to 53' 
percent.
According to Cindy Widel,^- 
project co-ordinator with 
ICBC’s traffic safety eduction 
department, accidents at cross­
roads and mergings account for 
up to 61 percent of casualty ac­
cidents in the Capital Region, j
Widel says that across B.C., 
unsafe driving at intersections 
leads lo annual claims costs of 
more than $200 million, and 
that failure to yield is more 
often a factor than alcohol.
Problems at region intersec­
tions came to light through 
analysis of accident data and 
through a special pilot safety 
program conducted in March, 
1985.
This program identified 
several high risk intersections in 
Victoria, Saanich, Esquimalt 
and Central Saanich.
Jusl like an enormous umbrella. 
Review classified ads come to the 
rescue if it rains on the day of your 
garage sale.
We’l! run your ad again the follow­
ing week
FREE OF CHARGE
Attracting buyers is the most im­
portant part of any sale, large or 
small, and with the Review Want 
Ads working for you you get Penin­
sula wide drawing power. And even 
if it rains you win ... with Review 











International parcel handling 
and postage .service will no 
longer he provided at .Sidney 
Custom.s because of lowering 
volumes during the past few 
year-s.
.Sidney council did not sup­
port the Pcnin.sula Chamber of 
Commerce bid to maintain the 
.service at the Wa.shington State 
Ferry terminal because “the 
present situation of low volume 
docs not warrant continuance 
of service for economic 
reason,s,“ council membcr,s 
agreed.
Mayor Norma Sealcy noted 
that only 2,2 parcels per day arc 
cleared at .Sidney Cttstoms now. 
becattsc of the dwindling ser­
vice, '
Despite the cut, council has 
been assured there will continue 
to be customs staff on duty at 
Ilie ferry termiiml.
' ■ MFETTHE’’" - 
IHCOME TAX EXPERTS
H&R Block has been successfully preparing income 
tax returns for 30 years. After millions of returns, we 
think our service Is even belter than ever. We:
• Help you save tax money
• find you the biggest refund you have coming
• give you tax suggestions this year for next
year, based on the return we prepare '
• are conveniently located 
» guarantee our work
Put Block’s experience behind you. Slop in or call tor 
an appointment today.
Be one of the mfllions who 
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The North Saanich bantam 
boys basketball team, involved 
in two play-off contests that un­
folded in unexpected fashion, 
managed victories in both cases 
and now find themselves one 
win away from capturing the 
play-off title in the 13-team 
Greater Victoria Night League.
Expected to easily handle the 
fourth-place First United 
Police, North Saanich found it 
tough in the early going. Trail­
ing 12-6 after one quarter. First 
United rallied to tie the game at 
18 before the half. It was in the 
fourth quarter, however, that 
North Saanich was really given 
a scare. Enjoying a 35-22 ad­
vantage, they watched frantical­
ly as the margin evaporated; 
First United actually grabbed a 
36-35 lead with less than a 
minute to play.
A basket by center Rick Scott 
put North Saanich ahead again 
but a free throw by United’s 
Andrew Wilmott knotted the 
‘ game with 11 seconds to play 
< and set the stage for a 
remarkable finish. As the clock 
ticked down, forward Steve 
Lefebvre drilled a pass cross­
court to a wide open Mike Won- 
nacott, who calmly potted the 
winning lay-up as the buzzer 
.sounded. Wonnacott and 
i Lefebvre finished with 9 and 4 
, points, respectively. Scott, con­
tinuing his recent scoring ram­
page, led all scorers with 13 
points. Guard Daryl Lawes, 
with 5 points, and forward 
Mark Bunting, with 4, were key 
players who fouled out of the 
game.
Although he didn’t score, 
forward Jason Morrow played a 
noticeably strong game. Guards 
David Milligan and Andrew 
Watt each added a basket to the 
North Saanich effort, in which 
a late recovery of poise can be 
credited with the win.
Ready for a tight contest in 
their next play-off encounter 
against Lambrick, who had won 
two of four meetings. North 
Saanich cruised with relative 
ease to a 35-21 win. In control 
from the start, they built a 20-10 
halftime lead and never looked 
back. A key factor had to be 
North Saanich’s domination of 
the boards. Wonnacott grabbed 
13 rebounds, while Scott and 
Lefebvre pulled in 7 apiece.
Scott and Wonnacott led the 
team with 12 points' each, and 
Lefebvre knocked in 8 points. 
Guards Milligan, Lawes, Watt, 
and Geoff MacKay all handled 
the ball well, committing only 5 
combined turnovers. Lawes ad­
ded 4 steals to pad his team­
leading total to 64 in 19 league 
games, while Milligan had 3,
Bunting chipped in 3 points 
and fellow forward Ben Whyte 
displayed true hustle in both 
play-off matches.
North Saanich now plays in 
the play-off final Wednesday at 
S. J. Willis School in Victoria.
P^arkland, Sfelly’s 
down rivals
Parkland and Stelly’s both Darrin Noble racked up two 
chalked up impressive wins last tries and two converts for 
Thursd ay, downing rivals in Parkland while captain Dave 
Lower Island High School Bukovec added another try. 
Rugby iLeague play. Stelly’s forward lines pushed
through Oak Bay’s defense with 
Esqui malt went down to a 16- Ron Budisa kicking in a penalty 
3 defeat against Parkland while goal and Kris Budisa and Steve 
Stelly’s 1‘romped Oak Bay 15-6. Tribe converted single tries.








FOR AN APPOINTMENT 652-1204
•y’*
Peninsula :Pa:cific Business 
Equipment Panthers roared in­
to the District Cup Final for 
Division 4B by mauling the Oak 
Bay Rebels 10-0 in Saturday’s 
semi-final.
Jeff - Colley played an 
outstanding game setting up 5 
goals and scoring once for 
himself. Iain Sorrie also had a 
fine game with 2 goals and three 
assists.
Other scorers were: Mark 
Gairdener, 3 goals 1 assist; 
Graham Schule, 2 goals 1 assist; 
Joel Ironmonger, 1 goal 3 
assists; and Jason Gray 1 goal 2 
assists.
The defensive corps of .lason 
Reynolds, David Woods, 
Malcolm Yates, George Er- 
skine, Anthony Pens, Rod 
Pollon, and Mike Wilson held 
Oak Bay to only one shot on 
goal, while constantly feeding 
the forwards with a beautiful 
display of di.sciplined passing.
The panthers will play Pro- 
.spect Lake in the cup final on 





Jeff Gordon and Jacob Mar­
tin of Brentwood Badminton 
Club combined to win the 
bronze medal in the boys under 
12 B.C. Provincial Badminton 
Championships held March 14 
to 16 at Hollyburn Country 
Club in West Vancouver.
The pair arc Grade 6 students 
at Mt. Newton Middle School. 
Two weeks earlier, the duo 
combined to win the 1986 Van- 
couver Island Championship in 
the same category.
1977 DODGE PICK-UP with 
caitopy, Slant f? auto. P.S. & P.B. One 
owner. Only 54,000 miles. Asking 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3495
1976 DATSUN SHORT BOX PICK­
UP. 4 Spd, with bench seat, Low 
miles. Lovely condition. Asking $3795.
1977 DATSUN LONG BOX PICK-UP.
4 Spd. with bench seat. White in color. 
Nice clean condition. Asking .., $3495 
1977 DATSUN 710 COUPE DELUXE. 
Automatic. Only 63,000 miles, This is 
a one owner automobile, Lovely condi­
tion. Asking . . . . ....... $2995
1973 TOYOTA CORONA, 2 dr. Hat­
chback Coupe. Auto. Low miles, One 
owner. Extra clean. Asking, .... $2295 
1973 TOYOTA CELICA S.T, 
Automatic, Sliver metallic. Wire 
wtiMls, Low miles. Extra dean condi­
tion. Asking  ,,,$3295
WE ALSO BUY GOOD 
QUALITY USED AUTOMOBILES
•TRADES WEICOME'BANK FINANCING 
0,A,C.«C0NSIQNEMNT CARS WELCOME
656-8866
2360 Beacon Avo. : Doalor.7614
vX
.)
Steak, Rib.s, Pizza A 
Spaghetti House
th
and 6 year old 
prices March 19th, 1986
Thank you Ipryouf patronage over the past years 
and wo look forward to givingY'ou 
.. ’thesametneridlyaerviceiniheiuturo,
WE ARE OPEN EASTER SUNDAY









DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9 00 
SUNDAY 10:00-500
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STXKS UST
CANADA CHOICE GRADE ‘W^^BEEFi QUALITY MEAT & FRESH POULTRY
GRADE “A” BEEF ! FRESH GROUND ^ an
3© LEAN GROUND BEEF.......kg3.73l ^.
ggc
ib.
NEWTON APPLES kg 86C1-7
49'




> PORK LOIN eHOPS..kg3.5i l
BONELESS
® PORK CHOPS ......kg 6.59 lb.
PORK® TENDERLOIN..... ..kgB.sDd
COUNTRY STYLE 48 ftC!|*P0RK SPARERIBS....kg3.731
CENTRECUT iPlQ® PORKLOIN R0AST...kg4.i7 T^^.
FRESH PORK WHOLE 'If tin










DRUiSIiCK .. kg 1.08
MATURE FROZEN
DUCKS ....kg 1.96 89£
SCHNEIDER’S FINE PRODUCTS
039









•ALL BEEF OR REG.
WIENERS VAC/PAK,...... ...45l)g I Ib
• FROZEN ASSTED.




MEAT PIESi75g ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
QUiCHE LORRAINE
CHEESE & OIMION. 
ELOREIMTiraE 




GEESE ,.kg 2.18 99
C
Ib.
• ROYAL CITY; Your Cheleo 
•Assro PEAS OR SPINACH lO oi 
•CREAM OR WHOLE CORN
•CUTORFR. CUT BEANS
TIO SANCHO: HUNT’S FOR THE BEST: r -f/.
TACO SHELLSio’8.99' • TOMATO S5AUC1': 14 0T.5r














PINK SALMON pi3g , . ... 97<
•BED SOCKEKE SALMON Mq ■j97
BALKAN IMPORTED 




Cl D KT A noHizALI A6o% w.w.
Largo 975g
MCCORMICK'S,
MIXED DOUBLE BISCUITS iOOg...
NATURAL VALLEY CHEWY





COFFEE Reg. or Auto, Drip369g..,,,.
KAL KAN ASSORTED




CAT BOX LITTER M . 06






MIXED VEG e UMlrfif. fit
BERRYLAND







Pn xmnNQUNO’s . U . I I r BILST CruilNO TEA









“ALL” 3 kg BoxSL...,.,. 
V ANISH CRYSTALS
TOILET BOWL CLEANER n„ 1 19
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Strength, stamina and peace of mind
By JEAN KAVANAGH 
Review Staff Writer
It’s not as stressful on the 
knees as running, yet it provides 
a great cardio-vascular workout 
and builds strength. And in ad­
dition to the physical benefits, 
the peace and tranquility 
achieved skimming across quiet
waters is good for the mind.
But whatever their reason for 
signing up, peninsula high 
school students are flocking to 
Elk Lake, launching new spor­
ting careers in rowing.
Fully-fledged rowing pro­
grams are now in place at 
Stellys, Parkland and Clare­
mont secondary schools, and
with the volunteer coaching ef­
forts of University of Victoria 
students and ex-rowers, 70 
students are sculling and sweep­
ing their way to new success.
The high school rowing pro­
gram started in October, 1984, 
and is “unique” says Victoria 
Rowing Society member and 
1984 Olympic medalist Marilyn
“Rowing is often associated 
with elitism, and we’re not 
elitist, we want it to be an all­
round club.”
Although rowing is a high- 
profile sport in Victoria, it’s not 
well funded and depends on 
volunteers to keep it going, 
Campbell admits.
“Rowing will remain one of
reality.
Just declared the western na­
tional training centre, the 
boathouse funds ran dry several 
months ago, and it was only 
with club w'orkbees the building 
was finished at all.
The aim of the Victoria Row­
ing Society is to host a world 
championship, but Campbell 
points out “we still need 
$15,000 for docks, $8,000 to 
finish the inside and $8,000 for 
a washroom.
“Club volunteers are working 
there every day now, but we 
need community support.”
Elk Lake’s first international 
race will be held in May when 
teams from Oxford and Cam­
bridge take to local w'aters. The 
exposure of such events “will be 
a big plus for Victoria, for the 
sport in Canada and for the kids 
who are just getting involved 
now,” Campbell believes.
“It’s really neat to see these 
kids racing now who we’ve just 
introduced to the sport, and 
know that by watching these 
events they might get spurred on 








MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW
BRENTWOOD BAY VILLAGE SO. 6SZ-1722 
CENTRALLY LOCATED TO SERVE THE 
ENTIRE PENINSULA THURS. TILL 8 PM
■r* T*”* I I'
... .
PULLING AND SLIDING across Elk Lake, high school 
rowers (frorrs left) Christine White, Jennifer Peaker,
Annie Armstrong and Terri Lidstone polish their 
technique.
VACUUM PROBLEMS?
CALL ON SIDNEYS VACUUM SPECIALISTS!!
• VACUUM TUNE UP $19.95 P,u5P«r.s
• EASY-FLO BUILT-IN VACUUM SYSTEMS 
•ELECTROLUX WITH
POWER HEAD ...............................5249°°
• HOOVER WITH POWER HEAD.si75°°
• LARGE SELECTION OF BAGS-BELTS-PARTS
BURNSIDE VACUUM REBUILDERS
101-2527 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY PH: 656-3351
KELLY MAHON, Junior national team hopeful, concen­
trates her way across Elk Lake waters.
PARKLAND ROWERS Julie Jesperson, left, and Kate 
Gower double up for practice. Both will vie for a spot 
oh the junior national team to compete in 
Czechoslovakia this summer. ^
ing
Every Tuesday and Thursday, students Kate Gower, Julie 
Jespersen, and Kelly Mahon arrive at Elk Lake before even 
the ducks have awoken.
As the sun prepares to rise, they carefully carry their sculls 
to the water, and pull their first strokes across the silent water 
at 5:45 a,m.
Alternate days, they gather at the boathou.se right after 
school for strenuous workouts before heading hcome to hit the 
books or perhaps run a few miles and lift weights.
The pace can be gruelling they admit, but their dedication 
has paid off.
After two years training and competing in the Greater Vic­
toria high school rowing program, Gower, Jespersen and 
Mahon, along with sole male member Neil Stolhard, have 
been invited to the junior national rowing camp tryouts at 
Shawnigan L.akc. There they will vie for a position on the 
team which will travel to Czeckoslovakia in August for the 
world junior championships.
All seasoned athlete.s, none of them foresaw competing in 
rowing until the high .school program enticed them to give it a 
try.
“Tlie sponsor teacher a.sked me if 1 ss'antcd to iradc in my 
basketball slioe.s for an oar, so 1 just came out and liked it,” 
Mahon, a rnentber of last year’s gold medal Canada Games 
quad, .‘-.aid of her .start in the .sport.
Now 17 years old, the Stellys .student says she is hooked, 
and has set her sights on the 1992 Olympic Games.
Unlike many of her leammaies, boaiiitg is almost second 
nature for ..ksspersen, whose family i.s closely tied tolhc sisori. ' 
Her failter Beni is a world-renowned boat bailder, and 
bioilier Fl ic mcmbei of the Canada One L:rcw.
“1 heard ciItoui tlic rowing :program oser ihe an- 
nonnceincnts,: arid decided lo come out.” the Ib-ycar-old 
Falkland suideni said. “My sister rowed lor UVic so i was a 
bit familial with ii.”
. Dgspiie her gold and silver, medtd perfoiinances with the 
womcii’.s cighi .and four teams ai tltc Ctmadu Gamc.s, .lespcr- 
son .sa^^s she i.s not sure bow (ar slve wall pursue rowing,
Go wear, 16, also noted for her prowess in running and 
ba.skeibitU, was another h,ired to lorving through the Parkland 
program. ■■'
Like Malion and .lespersen, she too won gold at the Canada 
Games in the eight and pair event with KaihiMinc I’ope. She 
also ciiitte away with two silver ineduls in the junior eiglu and 
pair event at ilie C'anadian ehamiuttn.ships in Montreal last 
June,
Besides reguliu practices with other rowing students. 
Grnvci. Mahon and .lespcrseit receive extra training with 
Katie Burke, a IJN'ic volunicer who also rises lor the early 
moi riiitg sessiotis.
Although he doesn’t partake in tIte dawn sesfdons, Siothard 
rows miles e\eiy djiy after scl'iool and Stdiuday mornings with 
the sindeni eiews,
Nf»w in Ciiailt 12 ,u Claiemont, lie says his inieiest was 
..spacketl c'cn before the high school progtam olficialy got 
underway,2' .‘“
“A friend trf tnine said it was a lot ol Inn, so I Jtist {tuned 
out. 1 heie neieii’l li-tu ni;ui,v .Yludeiil.s ilieii and wc gut a lot ut 
attention, and Ifotind it leally appealing.”
lilowing became cscir imTie appealing alfei gold and silver 
metfid races ri( the (‘nnada and the Cattadiatt Cham-
pitindiips jnnloi double and single events.
In piepiuaiioir for the Shawnigan l.akc eantp. Stoihard 
now gets evtra ecinching from vohmteei nong White.
Wltile lie sav’s lie Itnsn'i lottketl loo far in to the Inime, he 
does intend to rosv at the tinivctsity level when he enters UVic 
, ncKt fall. k ''
Campbell.
“There is a sponsor teacher at 
each school and with volunteer 
coaches the kids train two or 
three times a week,” she ex­
plains.
Equipment is provided by the 
Victoria City Rowing Club, 
whose home is at Elk Lake.
“The kids from schools near 
the lake showed real interest 
and we could see potential in 
them,” Campbell says, noting 
many local rowers competed at 
the Canada Games last fall.
Victoria is lauded as the na­
tional powerhouse for rowing 
(17 members of the 1984 Olym­
pic rowing team were Vic­
torians), but Campbell said the 
Victoria Rowing Society also 
wants to provide a recreational 
and youth leg of the sport.
“This is a grassroots program 
to provide a higher profile for 
the sport of rowing and our new 
boathouse,” she says.
the most amateur sports of all 
sports because you don’t make 
any money.”
Billetting, car pools and 
sleeping on gym floors on road 
trips are constant realities even 
for Olympic medalists.
And it’s largely because of 
the sport’s history of roughing 
it that high school students can 
join the full-year program for 
only $60, which includes equip­
ment costs, race entry fees and 
transportation costs, Campbell 
■.says.' ■ . '
It is this spirit of volunteerism 
and constant recruiting for 
sponsors and grants that has 
made the high school program 
and the Elk Lake Boathouse a
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Sat. & Sun. 1 -4 pm
A wee farm on 1.1 acre of gently slop­
ing fertile land Second adjacenl acre 
available. Has a srjacious FOUR 
BEDROOM BUNGALOVi/ of over 2800 
sq, ft, plus barn & workshop, Neat 
Deep Cove School Great horse coun­
try with nearby RIDING TRAILS





Excliiilw Euroftran Fabrics 
or Fabric of Your Owa Choice
For that special (tecasion, 
come and sec Frilii








Do you sell lawn and 
garden products or 
services?
ThOMsands .of doHam wHI bd spant on 
yard . and ©.ardon noods by w local 
roaldonfs this aprino- To bolp you get 
your ahara of this huge market the 
Review will be publishing a special 
reader Interfjsl section full of helpful 
ideas and suggestions for ■ the homo 
owner. Vour advertfsement In this Issue 
can be the first step to a very profitable 
spring season.
For ^ professloriiil help In designing; a 
sales producing advertl8C%menl call the, 
cflsplay advertising department of the 
Revlew'!oday, But hurry, Hite deadline. Is 
fVliirch 7B,.'
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Man
overboard!
By SUSAN McLEAN 
Review Staff Writer
“Man overboard!’’
The alert is sounded. Crew members remaining on deck 
panic. Life rings are flung haphazardly toward the drowning 
victim. Some fall wide, yards from the splashing arms.
Finally, a rope is tossed close — too close. It falls on top of 
the tiring swimmer, tangling in a mass of flailing e-Ktremities.
The captain sharply turns the boat in a tight 180 arc, open­
ing wide the throttle. Equipment and crew' are roughly thrown 
to the port side, luckily grabbing handholds in time. The 
speeding vessel narrowly misses the man trying to tread water.
This is a scene members of the Sidney and North Saanich 
Yacht Club want to avoid.
In a practice drill Sunday, boating enthusiasts watched an 
well-executed man-overboard rescue operation off the 
SNSYC wharf.
Skillfully guided by captain Kaerl Drost onboard the 40- 
foot sailboat Britomar, .Al and Pat Whitfield of West Coast 
Plastics demonstrated life-saving procedures using a new 
rescue collar.
Volunteer Kevin Storey suited up and jumped overboard, 
spurred on from the wharf by father Al Storey of .All Bay- 
Marine.
Slowing down the vessel, by reducing throttle or turning 
head to wind if in sail, Drost made a wide arc around the bob­
bing swimmer.
Working in the stern, Pat Whitfield tossed out the bright 
orange nylon sling attached to the boat by a 150-foot line, 
loaded with 50 pounds of flotation.
Completing the circle, the sling sw'ung towards the swim­
mer. Donning the collar, the victim was easily pulled to the 
boat and swung to safety using a simple block and tackle 
system hooked to the sailboat’s rigging.
’ The new device is particularly useful onboard .sailboats that 
utilize winches, says manufacturer Al Whitfield.
The big difference between the rescue collar and other 
devices, he says, is that this system deploys the flotation to the 
victim. “The sling is brought right up to the guy in the water. 
He just slips the collar around him and he’s pulled to the side 
of the boat — something like a waterski-type pickup.”
“You don’t have to manhandle the guy to get him on­
board. One person can easily pull him in.”
Whitfield’s Delta-based manufacturing operation recently 
supplied the Canadian Coast Guard with collars, who use the 
new system for rough water pickups.
Whitfield also recommends the device to all sail and power 
enthusiasts as well as commercial fishermen.
The new rescue collar is available at All Bay Marine Ltd.
Wedncsdav, March 19, 1986
DONNING the rescue 
collar, “victim” Kevin 
Storey patiently waits 
whiie the sailboat 
Britomar, captained by 
Kaer! Drost, circles for 
the pickup.
MERRILL LYNCH 
IS NOW IN 
SIDNEY.
Every Wednesday, from 9;00 a.m. to 4.-00 
p.m. you'll find us at 2444 Beacon Avenue. 
Of course, you can still call our Victoria of­
fice throughout the week for the same top- 
quality investment service v^c'rc bringing to 
Sidney!
Cull Merrill Lynch in Sidney on Wednci^day 
and hook an appointment with Win. Gault. 
C.A. Financial Consultant for a no- 
obligation portfolio evaluation. l.ci’sge! uc 
quainted!
C4ai65&-5233.
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THE WONDER OF COMPUTERS was made possible at 
Keating Elementary through parents fundraising which pro­
vided students with 10 terminals.
Tea totailers 
steamed
Student tea totailers at Stel­
ly’s High School were steamed 
recently when informed they 
could no longer buy a 
styrofoam cup of boiling water 
for 10 cents.
According to head cafeteria 
chef Ross Martin, many stu­
dent tea drinkers supply their 
own tea bags from home and 
purchase boiled water at school.
This stretches the already 
limited amount of boiled water, 
Martin said. Hot water is con­
tained in two 20-cup pots
There’s still time to see 
Halley’s comet as long* as ' 
the morning is clear, you 
rise before the birds and 
have the use of binoculars.
McTavish Road residents 
Ann and J im Gower have 
been venturing to the beach 
near the 9400-block on 
Lochside in the wee hours, 
and their efforts paid off 
Sunday.
“Look for a blurry ob­
ject with a tail pointing 
away from where you know 
the sun is to be,’’ said Ann, 
an astronomer. Look at one 
to two o’clock in the sky, 
she suggests.
If you look in the direc­
tion of James Island from 
the beach between 4:45 
a.m. and 5:15 a.m. al the 
latest, there’s a good chance 
you’ll catch a glimpse of the 
famed returning comet.
Ann notes its position is 
changing every day as the 
comet moves further away. 
But if you miss, it now, it 
should he visible again in 
April just after the sun sets, 
she adds.
Comet Halley is low on 
the horizon now, and there 
arc no stars around it.
Skywalker sails to finish
Light wind conditions slowed 
down the pace for sailboats 
entered in the Paros Island race 
recently.
The annual event is a dress 
rehearsal for yachtsmen hoping 
to enter the prestigious Swift- 
sure race later this summer. 
Results of pre-Swiftsure races 
are recorded to determine 
eligibility.
Conditions overall for the re­
cent overnight race were good, 
although there were occassions 
when tide outdid the wind, 
slowing progress.
It took about a half-hour for 
all boats to cross the starling 
line due to light winds and an 
ebb tide. By the end of the race.
zu Hours later, winds had picked 
up for an excellent finish.
Division A winners, 
navigating the 63.4-mile course, 
were: Skywalker, skippered by 
Gordon Cooper of the Royal 
Victoria Yacht Club, first; 
Flashdance, captained by Larry 
McFadden of Sidney/Norlh 
Saanich Yacht Club, second; 
and Blue Denim, with SNSYC’s 
Peter Ibbobon at the helm, 
finishing third.
A shorter, 49.2-mile course 
was taken by Barry Beck on­
board Banshee, followed by se­
cond place w’inner Don Walker 
on Pylheas. Third spot went to 
Peter Reid on Maggie Ann.
available to the cafeteria and 
dining room customers.
“I guess the solution would 
be for us to have a carafe for 
boiling water with a continuous 
water supply. But that is not a 
normal .service in most school 
cafeterias because most kids 
drink milk or juice as opposed 
to tea,” Martin said.
The carafe would cost $568 
plus plumbing installation paid 
for by the Saanich school 
board.
‘T explained to the students 
our problem and that I would 
make a requisition to have a 
continous supply of boiling 
water. But I told them it’s up to 
the board to approve and these 
things take lime to come 
about,”
In the interim, Martin provid­




















Early 19th century lap desk 
and beautiful sewing box are 
just two of the items that will 
be on display.
TWO DAYS 
Saturday and Sunday 
March 2Q and 30 
3 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Cal! 656-4523 
for information
NOTA PENNY DOWN 
NOTA PENNY INTEREST
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People, IPIaces, Happenings
SENSORS’ DAY 15% OFF
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5th <«*C»P'P’oscnpt.ons. masaimes’ • t^^acco ar»d sale items)
BLOOD PRESSURE CLINIC 
Wednesday, March 15th -12-5 pm 
RN from Sidney Professional Care Home in attendance.
___
„ CAROL THOMAS 
Pharm8Ci8t’>Managor
Artist does best work in dark
By JEAN KAVANAGH 
Review Staff Writer
Mary Arnold flourishes in 
the dark.
Not only does the Sidney ar­
tist work in complete 
blackness, but she begins her 
artistic process when most of 
us set off to bed; working 
through the night to complete 
her unique, e .x c i i i n g 
photograms.
“It’s the only time I’m not 
disturbed and I've found it’s 
also the only time I’m really 
creative,’’ says the University 
of Victoria fine arts graduate 
of her unusual working hours.
Arnold works from her 
Henry Street home, and adds 
“besides, it’s the only time the 
darkroom is completely 
lightproof.’’
Photograms have become 
somewhat of an Arnold 
trademark — quite an ac- 
complishement for a 33-year- 
old artist. But then the art 
world is quickly discovering
she is no run-of-the-mill artist.
She staged her first solo ex­
hibition at Victoria’s Open 
Space gallery just months after 
graduation in 1978. Two years 
later her solo show', 
“Graphlights” created 
thunder at the Vancouver Art 
Gallery.
“It really set a precedent,’’ 
Arnold says of the multi­
dimensional artwork w'hich 
viewers could pick up and ex­
amine.
Arnold describes her 
photograms as “a perfect 
hybrid of visual art and 
photographic painting.”
The term ‘camera-less’ 
photography has been linked 
to her work, but she complete­
ly refutes the connection with 
tens photography.
“I started doing them in 
1976 when I w'as taking a 
photography course and my 
camera broke,” she explained. 
“1 had the darkroom time and 
I had to produce something, 
so 1 developed the technique
myself.”
The nouveau technique 
starts with large pieces of 
stressed photographic paper to 
which Arnold adds lines of 
color using gels and a laser 
gun. A pot-pourri repetoire of 
utensils and tape creates the 
design Arnold has imaged 
before entering the darkroom.
None of the images are 
draw'n, and the end result is an 
amalgamation of science and 
art.
The internal mix of the 
chemistry and paper and the 
combination of human gesture 
and the organic is a strong 
basis of Arnold’s light pain­
tings.
“It’s an integration of illu­
sion and reality of surface,” 
she believes.
And because no tw'o 
photograms are alike, the 
maverick artist says, “it’s an 
extremely interesting process 
of learning.
‘I’m learning how to learn 
new' techniques and also how
to work in absolute 
darkness.”
While she majored in pain­
ting, Arnold says she can 
never imagine w'orking in 
another medium now.
“I’m so impressed with the 
technique, I never get sick of 
it.”
The Canada Council was 
also impressed enough w'ith 
Arnold’s work to provide her 
with a B-leve! grant. Although 
she won’t get rich on the 
funds, they have allowed her 
to construct a large steel sink- 
cum-table essential for pro­
cessing her works.
Arnold puts in long hours in 
the dark to achieve the 
recognition she thrives on, but 
lately travelling to Toronto 
and New York has provided 
even extra impetus.
Her fifth solo show'. Giant 
Color Photograms, opens in 
Toronto’s Image Works 
gallery this Saturday, running 
until April 12. A New York 
agent is interested in showing
her w'ork, which, added to her 
Vancouver and Toronto 
agents, would give Arnold 
representation continent-wide.
This wide exposure is what 
the vibrant, self-assured artist 
has been building towards 
since her first show.
And with the Toronto pieces 
barely in the shipping crate, 
Arnold explained the science 
behind another piece she has 
prepared for Expo, ‘Wildcards 
in Teseract’.
“Teseract is a fourth dimen­
sional space, like a cube w'iih
smaller cubes inside and lines 
connecting the two.
“Space within space,” she 
reasons.
The anticipation of the up­
coming shows, and possible 
sales of the “modestly priced” 
SI,000 works elicit great excit- 
ment from Arnold.
“I do w'ant to be well- 
known,” she says matter-of- 
factly.
“1 want to be famous,” she 
admits with the kind of con­
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SPRAYING on a chemical mixture brings out the vibrant colors of the photogram
MARY ARNOLD with photogram from ‘Wildcards in 
Teseract’series. ■
DYNAMIC AUCTIONEERS Wayne Watkins and Ron Kubek 
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NEW KIODieS MENU A PRICES
“Gimme five . . .five-fifty. . .Let’s have six 
dollars. . .Sold!”
Items stacked high on rows of tables at Sanscha Hal! Satur­
day dwindled rapidly, swelling Saanich Peninsula Chamber 
of Commerce coffers by more than $6,000.
Although the numbers of bidders turning out was a disap­
pointment to organizers, almost everyone pre.sent stepped in­
to the spirit of ihe occassion, opening wide their purses and 
pocket books.
More than 200 items — from a free hour of professional 
consulation to a windsurfer and a 1971 Dodge car — went up 
on the block,
“We got pretty good value for the products,” says 
chamber president Rick Roberts, noting almost everything 
sold.
A lot of the credit for the event’s success, he adds, goes to 
auctioneers Sidney alderman and Block Bros, realtor Ron 
Kubek, Central Saanich Aid, Wayne Watkins, both coached 
.and spelled by by professional auctioneer A! Jefferson. Jef­
ferson Auctioneering also provided equipment for tlic fun 
event free of charge.
Keeping up a steady stream of banter, the auctioneers prod 
ded, cajoled and coerced bidders to up the ante.
Part of the funds raised will help finislt and fix up the 
chamber’s recreational vehicle park in readiness for this sum­
mer’s expected overflow of visiters.
The remtiining nioticy will eventually go back into the conv 
miiniiy through various chamber-sponsored projects on the 
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This week a whole collection of “bits and pieces.”
First of all 1 had an anxious phone call from Nell Bolster, 
saying, ‘Tn your article about pruning roses you said, ‘Make 
all cuts just below an outward facing leaf-node’ . . . did you 
mean just ABOVE?” My scream of anguish could have been 
heard for miles, because, of course she is absolutely right. If 
you did as I said you’ll end up with a whole lot of little stubs 
that will die, right above a future branch that will probably 
grow inward . . . nothing could be worse. Oh dear, you’ll kill 
me I’m sure but you really must go out and cut these wretched 
things off lo a point where there is an outward facing node. 
This is a perfect e.xample of that old saying, ‘‘One picture is 
worth a thousand words.” Thank you, Nell, and to all of you 
an abject apology!
One of our friends who has just returned from an extended 
tour of the Southern hemisphere very kindly brought back a 
garden column from the New Zealand Herald. Its all about 
club-root, it seems they have at least some of the problems 
there that we do here and their treatment of club-root is 
somewhat similar to ours — that being heavy applications of 
lime to all areas to be planted with the susceptable vegetables 
and flowers. These are cabbages, cauliflowers, Brussels 
sprouts, broccoli. Swede turnips, plus wallflowers, stocks and 
candytuft.
It is a bit late for us this year, as the recommendation is 
heavy applications of lime three months in advance of plan­
ting, but the columnist suggests dipping seedlings in benomyl 
before planting and this is something new. He also suggests 
treatment of soil with dazomet, one fungicide Canada does 
not have up to this point anyway. It is found in England, 
Australia and New Zealand, but for some reason has not been 
introduced here. Perhaps for our own protection, who
knows? Meanwhile if you have been troubled in the past with 
this horrible disea.se in your garden, make sure you don’t 
plant members of the same family in the area used for those 
plants last year, substituting peas or beans.
This columnist also suggests you provide the best possible 
drainage, burn all diseased vegetation, ‘‘discarding any seedl­
ings of doubtful vigor, and clean both footwear and garden 
tools after working with infected plants or soil.” All of this 
makes good sense, of course, but makes gardening so much 
work that I’m sure some of you think ‘‘The heck with it. I’ll 
buy those vegetables and grow something less troublesome!”
Some questions from another dear lady who was curious 
about her .Mock Orange shrub which for the past two years 
flowered but soon afterwards its leaves turned brown. As she 
says, ‘‘The poor thing looks just terrible.” We finally decided 
That since it is planted only a couple of feel from a cedar tree 
it is likely suffering from a lack of moisture . . . just too 
much competition for water from those greedy cedar roots. 
After it flowers this year she will move it to a sunny location 
where it won’t have to fight for every drink of water all sum­
mer.
She also has a climbing rose that forms buds, but never suc­
ceeds in flowering. This is a condition aptly called ‘‘Bud 
blast” . . . When the bud doesn’t open you say, ‘‘Oh 
BLAST!” (or even something worse!) This is usually a result 
of not enough water, so it’s out with the hose and a good 
weekly soaking during dry weather. A cup of wood ash 
around the root area is also a good idea.
She also has a Persian violet that is doing poorly. You will 
find this listed under Arabian violet in most books. We decid­
ed that since these delightful houseplants grow very rapidly 
and it has been in the .same pot for a year, that when flower­
ing slows down or ceases, it should be repotted using a stan­
dard potting mix into a pot one size larger. Perhaps some 
stemcultings could taken and rooted so she will have new 
plants coming along.
Something I discovered while trying to sort out some snap­
dragon seedlings was that if they are growing loo close 
together, you can lift out a small clump of seedlings on the tip 
of a fork and immerse them in water, then it becomes easy to 
separate them. They may then be very tenderly lifted out of 
the water and planted. The snaps 1 transplanted last week us­
ing this method are doing beautifully, bless their tiny hearts!
Jazzin' if up
Sidney Jazz Society members 
want to put the peninsula on the 
map.
At the invitation of Will Con- 
nally, founding member of the 
Fort Lauderdale Hot Jazz and 
Alligator Gumbo Society, Bob 
Ward attended the national 
convention of the American 
Federation of Jazz Societies in 
Washington, D.C. Mar. 7 and 
8.
Connally, who plays a mini 
trumpet with some of the best, 
visited Sidney during the Jazz 
Mini Fest.
The Sidney Jazz Society is 
also planning for the second In­
ternational Jazz Festival 
scheduled for Aug. 1-3.
After a successful first year, 
members expect the crowds to 
double this summer, attracting 
up to 6,000 visitors to the event.
Cumb&rhidd Farm ho$fs beef fair
is a lot of work, costs a bit of 
money, but promotes interest in 
the farm community,” Stalake 
maintains.
The 4H showmanship class 
turned into a learning e.x- 
pereince as Judge Bob Rathwell 
of Abbotsford took time to 
demonstrate to 4Hers the finer 
points of showing and fitting 
cattle for a show.
Local exhibitors included 
Charlais-Shellagh - Davies and 
Fred Day: Angus - Jim Lilley, 
Jim Fox, Bernie and Mary 
Delamere and Norm Locke; 
Hereford - Kevin Geese, Wayne 
Blackwell, Roy Lament, Tom 
Gossit, Jim Dowd; Simmental -
Gordon and Brenda Bamford, 
Brian and Kathy White, Hank 






* CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
* DEEP FRIED PRAWNS
* SWEET & SOUR RIBS
* TEA OR COFFEE
FAIVSILYDINMER
* PAN FRIED PRAWNS tomato
* MUSHROOM CHOP SUEY
* CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
* CHICKEN FRIED RICE
* S & S BONELESS PORK 
SERVES 4 -5 PERSONS
812 Verdier- Brentwood Bay 
PH: 652-3622
Ci.AR£/VC£r YOU CANT DO 
that! this is blatantly 
FALSE ADVERTISING!
OK., SO it's not the: 
actual blarney stone




C’MON. .PLEASE, says 
large bull into the ring.
South Saanich 
Agricultural^ Society hosted 
their First Annua! Futurity Beef 
Cattle Show on their proposed 
site of the new Saanich 
Fairgrounds at Cumberland 
Farm in Central Saanich.
Fair officials termed it an un­
qualified success. Ken Stanlake, 
spokesman for the society said 
‘’even the weather cooperated.”
A Hereford bull owned by 
Holnor Farm was judged 
Supreme Champion Male, and 
a Simmental heifer owned by 
Esther VanEeuwen of Duncan 
was Supreme Champion 
Female.
‘‘We were heartened by ihe 
overwhelming support we 
received from the community,” 
say.s Stanlake. ‘‘As well as hav­
ing entries from as far away as 
Courtenay, 18 local nierchanls 
supported the society’s efforts 
to promote apriculttire in the 
community by sponsoring the 
various classes.”
Ihc but u fit y was for 
sometime held up Island, but 
ceased to operate because of 
lack of adequate facilities, he 
says. The Intturiiy is popular 
with farmers a.s it is held al a 
slack time of the year, he says. 
Ti gave breeders a chance to 
select and train their fall show 
string, and have a peck at the 
opposition.
With the purchase of 
Cumbcrlatui Farm, tite fair
Holly MacDonald, leading her
society acquired a large barn 
ideal for such indoor events.“It
riinii rotiir r.'lt, titl, 1Z<), lafi ,ii\a Si'rvtr<«;
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1 know many readers have been following the saga of the 
great whooping crane and the concerted attempts of the 
Canadian Wildlife Service and U.S. Fish & Wildlifes to .save 
them from extinction. Probably many of you saw the film in 
which a party consisting of biologists from both countries 
followed the cranes by air from the wintering grounds in the 
Aransas Refuge on the Gulf of Mexico to the breeding area in 
Wood Buffalo Park, in the vicinity of Ft. Smith, N. W.T.
They were assisted part way by radio contact with ground 
vehicles which checked specific areas during periods when the 
birds were lost from view. The tall, sturdy gentleman on the 
team was Ernie Kuyt, Canadian custodian of the whooping 
crane. Kuyi, a long-standing and close friend, is a superb 
biologist who has worked with the Candadian Wildlife Ser­
vice in the North for many years. Indeed, he completed his 
advanced degree by doing a lengthy, carefully documented 
study on .Arctic wolves.
The attempts to save the magnificent, endangered whooper 
constitute a most encouraging story, almost classical in its 
dimensions. Once common breeding birds from central Il­
linois to east-central Alberta, their numbers dropped to ap­
proximately 1,300 by the mid-1800s. Their large size, together 
with tlieir immaculate coloration rendered them easy targets 
for gunners. In addition, the extensive marshy wetlands, their 
preferred nesting areas, were rapidly pre-empted for 
agricultural purposes. The birds were pushed farther and far­
ther north.
By the 1940s whooper numbers declined to as few as 20 
birds; they see.med surely doomed to certain extinction with 
little,time left. An active nest had not been found since 1922. 
Indeed, the next nest was not discovered until 1955, and this 
far north of their normal breeding range. It was located in 
Wood Buffalo Park. Subsequent careful observation of 
whooping cranes in Wood Buffalo Park revealed that while 
the female usually lays two eggs, only one of the chicks lends 
to survive. Little lights came on. Could single eggs be remov­
ed from whooper nests and placed under a different species, 
sandhill cranes, for incubation? The experiment was tried us­
ing sandhills from Gray’s Lake National Refuge in southeast 
Idaho. The scheme has worked very well.
So, today, additions to the growing whoopin.a crane 
population come from Wood Buffalo Park, from” Gray's 
Lake and frorna a research centre in Maryland where die 
birds are bred in captivity. The young crane featured in our 
column dtis week was found flightless, dragging a severely in­
jured wing, in Wood Buffalo Park. It was flown to Ed­
monton where a team of two veterinarians operated on it suc­
cessfully. This bird, later named Genus, joined the breeding 
contingent in Maryland.
Ernie Kuyi’s letter this year (jusl received) is like a strong, 
exhilarating breath of fresh air, straight out of unpolluted 
Wood Buffalo Park! But let me quote.
‘‘We’ve had a great whooper year — 94 birds including 16 
chicks (all color banded). Both figures are all-time records. 
We never lost a single chick we banded this year! Wc won't 
gain much in breeding birds during the next two years but by 
1990 we expect to have 40 breeding pairs. ’ ’
The above figures are those for only Wood Buaffalo park. 
These, together with the birds at Gray’s Refuge and those in 






Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C. 
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 — 30 Years Experience
JUST ME
Avoid Problems Later-Call Now!
COMMUNITY 
Septic Tank Service
A Locally Owned Business Providing 
Quality Service To The Saanich Peninsula
PHONE 656-3288 (24hrs.)
ADAMS ELECTRONICS






Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 5:00 
Sat. 8:30-1:00
SERVICE TO ALL MAKES
WHOOPING CRANE chick with injured wing.
cy Hampson photo
Due travels to Ottawa
David Blake of Parkland 
School and Cindy Golin of Stel­
ly’s School left Saturday as two 
of 100 students attending the 
March 15 to March 22 session 
for the Forum for Young Cana­
dians, an organization which 
brings students from all parts of
X Canada to Ottawa each-year to
^discover now gpvernmeiif) 
works.
’ Students selected for the 
forum program take part in a 
number of interesting activities 
in the nation’s capital — in­
cluding sitting in the Commons 
and Senate chambers, talking to 
parliamentarians and senior 
public servants, and visits to 
Government House and the 
Supreme Court of Canada. 
They will also participate in a 
mock Cabinet discussion of im­
migration policy and take part 
in a staged debate on federal- 
provincial relations.
By the end of the week-long 
program, the students will have 
learned about the challenges 
and complexities in the way the
government operates, plus ac­
quiring a better understanding 
of their fellow Canadians from 
across the land.
, B.C. Heart 
Fouridation
Donning thick-soled sneakers and stepping out in style, 
members of the Central Saanich Boys and Girls Club hiked 10 
kilometers Saturday to raise money for local programs.
The walk-a-thon began at Beaver Lake Park and ended one 
and a half hours later at Pearkes .Arena near Tillicurn Mall.
“We made really good lime,” says club organizer Rhonda 
Owen.
Twenty walkers, youngsters and parents, joined Boys and 
Girls Club members from througlioul Greater 'Victoria for the 
Salute to Youth event.
Their combined effort rai.sed $1,200 that will be u.sed to 
keep club programs going.
Incentive prizes for walkers were handed out including the 
boy and girl garnering The most pledges, the most family 
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10% Senior Discount 
OPKN 7 AM . 7 PM Every Day
Licensed 652-11S2
TRY oiirue.flu
KmlyEvuning DINNER SPECIAL 
4:30-6:00 Mon.Trl.
Lunch & Dinnor Dally 
i Sunday Brunch 11:304:11)
7172 Brentwood Bay 
Phone 6S2-S413 or 6S2-SS1S
eeysstfi














Tito Wiuii Snanteh n&m j
B$BM22 mmBS2-4M\
A DELICIOUS DINNER 
THAT SETS YOU FREE
Sraithia
hr FAMILY OININQ 
M FAMILY PRICES 
Mon, ldf'fi.9»m'S|vm 
S*l. Ssm lOpm riun. fisrtv'JpnV
' 0564115 ,
2359 Duaconi Avo,
»N0 ADDITIVES *N0 PRESERVATIVES 
•FREE DEI IVERY'?4 VARIETIES 
•VOLUMES SENIOR DISCOUNT 
DINNER DELIVERED FROZEN 
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Beef, Turkey, Chicken, 
Salisbury Steak or 
Swiss Steak. Frozen. 
Wtin. 319 g Pkg.
Safeway’s Delicatessen
.... .............................. ...............................................................................................................................................
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EG G I70g egg. .....
Safewaj^ brings you better service and lorver 
prices.
You’ll find a virhole new look in our stores 
and a new attitude amongst our people to help 
make shopping easier and more efficient. As 
well, you’ll find hundreds and hundreds of 
price reductions throughout the store.
You asked for more —
Now ... Saleway’s Done It!
OVENJOY
f OR 60% WHOLE 
! WHEAT 450g 
I SLICED LOAF
Advertised Prices In Effect
■' WondsTV, Mmch9A, Sifndayv M^irch .10,
’■ . :SlpNEY;■:^.
MOM. TUES. WED. !};00 fim Id 6:00 pnii THUnS. FRI. fliBO sm to 9,150 pm
SAT, 9;00 am lo fi:00 pm . SUNDAY, 10 00 «m lo 6;M pm
, w« RftSfirvo ll»« RiglD to Umll Salos lo npLiil OowUUm ‘
C'A IM A 0:A yS A F EyW,YA V,,' ^L. I IV1,1; Y
IS f|
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_ HANDLED PROMPTLY 
• COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT
474-1211
JEMHER CHE¥ OLDS 1730 ISLAND iHWY.
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INDEX
25 Accounting Services 
30 Appliance Services 
03 Aulotxxiy Repairs 
00 Automotive
18 Babysitting Services 
43 Beauty Salons
! 75 Births 
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135 Building Materials 
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23 Business Services 
ISO Cards of Thanks 
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55 Glass
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Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from 
9 a.rn. to 5 p.m 
656-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs lo Island 
Publisliers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only ol 
any such advertisement con­
sisting of illustrations, 
borders, signatures or rsimilar 
components which is or are, 
supplied in finished (orm to 
Island Publishers Ltd 
operating ns thr* Review by 
the advertiser rjnd in- 
corporntod in said ridvoiiiso- 
monlV shall remain in and 
belong to the advertiser 
WARNING
No fTiatorlal covered under 
the copyright outlined above 
may bo used wlihoul the writ-. 






CliissKId Rato: lal insertion -■ 
ISc a word, minimum charge 
$2,00, 2nd and subsoquont 
insorllon --TOc a word per in- 
Rortlon. mlnimutTi chargo 
$1.35, Charge orders by 
phono add $1,50 per ad. 
Box number .$2 on pnr ad
(1AV(‘ tlMl"' ANIT MOUtiV . , Plwri* In yoin
*(1 «nrt UIKi youi VIBA m WA(-iJf;H>,‘ASiri
SUBaCRIPTION RATES:
Ani'iupl
' ' In Irical area ,... ..... r' $15 
Canada. 1.",• .-.fuPb’f 
-Foreign2 . ,..,'$40 "
Monthly

















7820 Central Saanich Rd. 
652-2723
9:45 am................ Sunday School
11:00 am........ -................Worship












10030 Third St., Sidney
5:00 pm............... Saturday Mass





■ ' Cuttra Avenue 
Sundav W>arch 23rd 
PACM SUNDAY ,
■l-SiTSam ..1.,Hoiy Commurifon 
10:00 am , . . 0 . . . Morning Prayer ■.
'Vouih CluD, S School
rsoiy Week:
Itfton., Tues., Wed.
7:30 om   .........Corr.Dime
MAUNDYTHURSDAY
7-30 orr> .......... me LasiSuoper-
GOOD FRIDAY:
10:00 am ........ Morning Prayer
& Litany.













9908-4th St., Sidnoy 
SUNDAY
10:30 am ....., . Family Worship 
and Sunday School
TUESDAY
7.30 pm ...., Homo Study Groups
Further Information 
Pastor Ron Freeman 
856-9957
PART TIME EXPERIENCED 
WAITER/WAITRESS
Apply in Person
SEA BREEZE CAFE 
9776 - 4th St.
Sidney, B.C.
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEV6 IN. 
Comelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent solos representatives to morket 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Coll 388-6278 anytime. If no 
answer please leave nome and phone 
number. d
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR for a non-profit 
organization engogad in the delivery 
of diverse social programs for 
residents of the Soonich Peninsula. 
Qualifications: Proven odministrotive 
ond leadership ability. Experience in 
budgeting, fond raising and financial 
management essential. Demonstroted 
ability to work effectively with a staff 
and a volunteer Board of Directors, 
and to represent on organization in o 
community through media and directly 
with government and other agencies. 
Minimum of five years in social science 
related fields preferred, as is 
knowledge of local community and ex­
isting resources. Salary: $25,600 per 
annum for 28 hour week. Deadline for 
applications is 4:00 p.m. Friday 21 
March/86. Peninsula Community 
Association, 9751 Third Street, Sidney, 
B.C.V8L3A5 12
PENDER ISLAND PLAYGROUP requires 
a pre-school supervisor beginning 
Sept./86. Wanted for 6 sessions a 
week for a co-operative pre-school, a 
member of the VICPA. Fully qualified 
applicants licensed with the PCCFLB 
preferred. Apply in writing to Kathy 
Farrell, R.R.1, Pender Islond. B.C, VOM 
2M0 or phone 629-6238.12
LOVING RELIABLE LADY wanted to 
babysit in my home part-time. Two 
toddlers. Brentwood Boy. 652-2762. 13 
PART-TIME NANNY babysitter re­
quired for staggered hours. Parents 
work shiftwork. References 656-8915.
,13
EXPERIENCED DELI PERSON wanted for
part-time work. Apply at Scondia 
delicatessen 2367 Beacon Ave. 12
SIDNEY live in housekeeper who likes 
to cook. Must hove friendly, outgoing 
personality, excellent salary for right 
person. Starting May 1st, 6^-9194 for 
interview. 13
ENERGETIC 17 YR OLD willing to cut 
gross and restaurant work, any odd 
jobs. 656-1455, after 6:00 p.m. 656- 
9975. If
CLEANUPS, GARDENING. GUTTERS
cleaned, odd jobs, hauling, tree ser­
vice. Work guoronteed. 656-8730.__ 1^3
OIRTAWAY — Complele home core, 
housecleaning, spring cleaning, 
carpets, upholstery, windows, gutters,
ond free estimates. 652-0644._______13
N^D something done around the 
house or yord I'll do it. S5.00 per hour 
phone Scott 656-6118.
















STEEL FA BRICATING 
& WELDING 
“Quality worU Built to Last” 















SELECTIVE LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
are in the process ot horvesling 
moture and diseased timber in the Vic­
toria, Saonich areo . .“resent market 
condition makes this the time to 
market your timber . Yes, v/e replant 
with quolity seedlings. For free 
estimate pyhone 754- 6606 (24 hrs.) tf 
DAVES ROOFING - shakes and 
shingles. Duroid sh'ingles. New in­
stallations and re-roofing. Dave 652- 
5020.tf 
HEYWOOD CONSTRU CTION, framing, 
foundations, siding, finishing, com­
plete home renovations and additions. 
Free estimates. Phone 656-2526. 14
S/^U ^NOVAT!O NS^ kit^hi^^TsT
bathrooms, sundecks and sundeck 
enclosures. Ask for Joe.' 656-7416. 12
yppLi
6709 OLDFIELD RD.





• MANURE — Horse &/or Cc iw
• HOG FUEL




framing and siding. Cal 
652-2338.
foundations,
I Ron Besley 
tf





Big cleanups my specialty
656-6693 JOHN 658-1907
TUTO.RING, all academic subjects and 
remedial, certified teachers, 
reasonable rates, 652-0749.H 
ACCOUNTANT WITH AAANY YEARS ex­
perience, very knowledgeable. New to 
area. Specializes in small businesses, 
personal income tax, financial 
statements and tax counselling. Dis- 
count for Seniors coll 652-0024, 14
THE BRENTWOOD TYPIST is on the 
loose, looking for manuscripts, 
reports, letters, etc. Confidential, 
dependobie, accurote. 652-0433, 13
HOUSE CLEANING fast, efficient, , 
friendly teams, dedicated to the busy 
home DIRTAWAY, 652-0644 compli-. 
mentary roses. " ~ ^ 14':
CABINET MAKER producing fine period 
furniture, Windsor chairs and custom 
furniture. For more info call DAN Gen- 
tile 652-1758.  13
ARE YOU INTERESTED in learning 
Spanish? Will teach group or private 
lessons. B.A. in Sponish. Reasonable 
rates. Coll Kothy Gillis, 652-5731, 12
NOW AVIL. AT DAVES APPLIANCE 
CENTRE. 2491 Sevan, TV sales and ser­











25 years experience 
Residential, industrial 
Commercial
Bowiring. Electric; Heating Repai rs 
Appliance Cx^nnections
”No Job Too Small’ ’ 
656-5604







•'/> '“',b 'SfefcMHSibEter"' ■•45
EXPERIENCED YOUNG MOTHER will 
bciby&ll doys, nights, wookunds, 656-
flftlW, _     If
will OAflVSrr nty honio M llmo, 
nrodiord onto, Roforonnuii ovoiloblo,
656'2306,  13
RCGISTEREO DAYCARE moluro iitolbor, 
lotgo fiiricod yord noillt of olrport, 
$5,00 per hour, 666.7053.1
' STIMULATING" ANO'..CREATIVE CARli
()lv«n by mother wttlt nur»lfig and pro* 
(i#»»ional child core bonk ground. Good 
food, lo(« nf lf«*h oir In qiilnf fountry 
i«ttlnQ, n«oi' Deep Covii *diooi, 656- 
6567...... ................................ ...........
CUTTINO BENCH
M'ttylitili. Uivcifititino cltii** 
»hin aiti'il*! pUn, ti(il« «i w 
elltntut* nitMivtt fot Inlotmitloii cilt:
MABK 850-0752
EXPERT PRUNING • TRIMMING and 
gonerol gardening. Reasonable rotes. 
Coll 656-5382 after 5 p.m. __ _ _ _ If 
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED?' For 
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $16.00, Outside or inside 
windows. tl
'yOUNG 6^N WITH TRUCK will do 
gardening, clean-up, roofing and 
, general home maintononce. Also leaf 
raking. Wood splitting. 652-5020, tf 
MORRIS THE OkflAt^DSCAR AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicotor. Free estimates,
652-4680. If.... ...................
yords, ceilings, wolls, vA/Indrtws, In- 
doors/out, oevotrrjughs, pointing or 
any job you don't find lime to do. 652. 
0722. Roosonoble rotes, 17
CAbInET MAKER, tintlqim reslorotlon, 
cusiome furnilurue, cobinels, wood­
work. Trodltlonol quolity ond lechni’ 
quos. Coll Rone Grouix. 666'9135, 13
DRSWAlf H AND'TAPiNtS''!^ lln 
job too small, Sydney Boyd's Handtcip- 
Ing, 656--1559, . 18
EXPERIENCEb HOURnKEEPL-R will do 
cleoning, cooking, will do grocery 
shopping, transportation ole, 656- 
8682,_ If, ^ 'M
RESDiNIAlliRVici'rilpecioilzo'inVock 
work, concrete drlvewoys, brick and 
block masonry, Very cornpelltivo. In- 
quire 656-.t264 oflor ,$ p.m, if
2 HARbwORklNG respoilsibln UVIC 
students or« ovallablo for various sorts 
of lobouc on the Saanich Ponlnsulo, 
such as pointing (experienced 
pointers) ond yard work, If interested 
coll WARREN 656-58.13 or DAN 652.
.......... ' ■ ■ '7
UNEMPLOYED young mrin con work 
weekends, Reosonoble rotes depen- 




Speclol Discount offer ovailnkJe, 65'7-
... ........... , V ■ , N
ilXPEiiiNCib''UHb6CApiR'^
motonry man, ereailvt* rock work, 
wolls, rock gardens, polios, with sfonw 
(If buck puyers, la«»vns, sded or srjd, 
•hfubi, reasonrible relloble, Call 
russell qt6'k'j.r740,_ . 15
LAWtl'ANb'YARb'malnlennrlro'$6 00 
per hr 656-6606, 12
IXPIRIINCED''lS",VRb'’olb"bobvsll*«r'. 
ovolloble evehlngs weekend*. Poster 




good used appliances wanted 
2382TANNER RD.
656-4412 598-2155




Locally owned A operated 
Tues. - Fri. 9:00-5:Uu 
Saturday 10:00-4:00 
2491 Sevan Ave. 656-8612
BACKHOE 
withEXTENDAHOEAin 1
• Backhoe • Sewer .Storm Drain s 














• ALAN JONES, ' : 
CONSTRUCTION LTD.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
• Rosldentlal A Commercial
• Complot© Dttsign Sorvico
• Custom Homos




Sewer, Storm Dmins, 
Water Lines
SEPTIC FIELDS






tlnnn to rouf ssllsIscUon
mi TAKt p.mK i» oun wopk
CHIU* lor Vour 
Kliciken Bsmmfsii.aa 
Suorlenli 9 Ctrporl Cnciotiir** 
n*yilcintstnsl*ll«it >












556 fJownoy'fidl, R.fL 1, Sidney
RESTORATIONS 
8p6cl«llrin() In w«tiirprooflnfl 


















• We load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm 




LAWN & GARDEN CARE
LANDSCAPING, ROTOTILLING 
PRUNING & REMOVALS 









ANALYSIS & ESTIMATE 
CALL: 
656-5606
MORRIS THE CAT 
Certified Spraying 
Landscaping & Gardening 
652-4688
AIN “TREE
I/'i'iu'L’A 1 IC.S * iV I ..Mi . LL ICj




LAWN & GARDENING 
SERVICES





All, PHASES Of YARD and garrfiin 
malrrlononr.w, flow fciwns, ro.buHl 
lowits, flooring, ihiruiing, hatrllng and 
f.h>onur''i. Sooking inaiitlotwttcrr cotr. 
trotlB 6S‘(! 3661', Mi
ORliEMMOUSE 10 ft, wldnTo fl long 9'6" 
frigfi ifrIcrKigIcni!, OKltjiior, You toko 





\\ a\ .(liWWRvp tR WiWtNF
■i
MORRIS THE CAT f ANOkAPlHO AND 
GAWDENINO ' !:f'«VICt, Cuiltllnd 
P#*titld» opplicninrfrr-r* .oiltrnotrN ' 
66Y;',-I6rln. .J
cOMPifiViF; GAnrifNitJO, sfHvicrs 
fl«anu(»« f‘-uiiin(j, |fn« riruvirn, hhul 
trMri rirnn*' ridUn-f r'l A ('• rli-ir-.imt 
VYufU qurirfintrmd. 111
HOUSF,, SIfffR;. (ivmlohrn fur , ir«*t 
wlfitirr, CluHtlon wufow. Chotorttif 
*U|';nht»H fnr rn,-ifr* Into 




PIANO AND VOICK lllTrSONS In yiriui 
hunm in DwniJ Cov« Turn, tuviwosm 
4- 4.5, ortd nkilfiM,! in»iru!rfnr lurid* ■
IIA ln,iiH,i,)(: rhi.tno 669.1, 13
Wednesday, March 19, 1986 THE REVIEW Eage B 7
I (
PIANO LESSONS register now for spr­
ing and or summer semester. Several 
openings available. Highly skilled ex- 
pereinced teacher, all levels. Mrs. 
Doney 656-4060. 13
1975 SAAB 99 in excellent condition, 
standard, radials, sporty and roomy, 
fuel injected. 107 hp. A pleasure to 







1985 HONDA SHADOW llOOcc take 
over payments, 595-6825 after 8 p.m. 
Anytime Soturday. 14
KAWASAKI 75cc trailbike W75 66
Kawasaki 90cc street or off road bike, 








BHR INTERIOR PAINTING tiling and 
pqperhanging. 656-8911. tf
EXPERIENCED PAINTER, interior and 
exterior. Reasonable rotes and free 
estiamtes phone Bob 656-4008. 13
COLWOOD PAINTING AND 
DECORATING. Wallcoverings, spray 
painting, brush and roll. Our prices 
will please you. Call for free estimate 
ony time. 478-8030. tf
I  • ■
BERTMORREY
PLUMBING & HEATING
New Construction and Repairs
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney
Phone 656--1580
• All work conditionally 
Guaranteed
• Free Estimates








» Windshields Replaced 





TYPING SERVICE AVAILABLE - fast and 
efficient. Coil 656-0747, ask for Cindy 
at Castle Properties (1982) Ltd., 2388 
Beocon Avenue, Sidney. tf
RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc­
ed help for all kinds of typing. Call 
Helen 656-4915.  tf
COMPLETE TYPING SERVICES Business 




■ Repairs to Lawnmowets, 
Chainsaws.
• Kusqvama • Pioneer ° Toro 
• Shindalwa • Jacobsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonnld Pork Road oaB-TriA













; ft ‘TUNEUPS•nnAKESrLUOHICATION•TIHE8*0AnEHI£8 *
• 'SKuniTVMurrLEn •• • •PnOPANECONVEnSIONS
• PROPANE SALES •
• "'•ori SERVICE CMII." .
e 086-2021 or U56-0434.
MM C*nor«, niditay ft
« cvrMi.pmMEAu-.owNein -
. , III ft ft .« ft ft ft 0 ft: ft ft *
GET 7S MPO LAROE CAR, R,V'i etc; 
build ond Tnslull a now covoy gor 
voppur corh, ril ony cam, IrucK oi R.V, 
lor Info, sond self-addroasod Hampod 
onvolope lo; Tliilfl Coib, 10731 King 
Geo, Hwy, Sunoy, tJ.C., V3T 2,X6, If
" VOLKSWAGEN" 'VAN7"i 0.666..rnlT" on
robulll enninn, Irnnnmlsilon. rnconi 
pcilril with roclng sirlpo*. lot* of 
chromo. AAlthelln rodlols, $4500. 656- 
2639. 13
i973 CORVETTE STINGRAY^ T-hor'roof 
how lliei, now muffler*, nhotk*. boll 
jolnlt. Serious Inquiries only. Open lo 
offers, 6S2'2450. 12
steel' belted...RADIALS Vwo nosv
I'lrosloiHi 721 lien) bolted idlol# 
r'W5/75RI | Phon«t.6S6-4003, 13
1964 VAMAflf SIM’SIX 'posh' bullon 
oulomolic now mochonicol, point, 
uphnlstery, 1962 l-lllrd restored, 
flenutiful usooble luxury core silling 
loll lliaM iosl*, 656 0099, .
ililiv ME 70 Hntlinn < di, iHitch bnrk, 
No nist,;62.000 inllet $1,290, Coll 30,1- 
M35._ , ' . , . '2
M 04 m ARA *’in6’’66 A i“    '"""t i
76 MINI 1,000. Excollenl shopn nil 
oround. low tnllus I2,400: 0,11,0, 656.
.. ; . _
1977 '■ vmA "rsT Arr'"'wAnnM" AATw 
mllwB, very eleon, $2,200; 1971 PInlo 
run* ptftaltdfiO 652 2445, 12
i977"'‘lN'Til«NATiONAL..' 4;4'.-scoUT
444W. 652‘244,5, , 12
qHliCK ' 67" M^G ilV' 1025," ’ pi»o»«
..'..... ■
CHAIN SAW CARVINGS
“EAGLES” "BEAVERS" “BEARS" 
ft More — Raanonably priced 
Also Jewellery trom the Queen 
Charlotlee — Murchies Pine Products — 
Plants ft Planters — all plants 10% off 
O.A.P.
EAGLES NEST GIFTS & CRAFTS
Opon tftvary day 2489 Bevan Avo. 
except Monday 656-0343
139 CmSESlLES
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only a few mon­
ths, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478- 
0515 tf
FOR SALE, mirrors, tempered glass, 
new ond used doors, table tops, all 
types of glass. Large stock of factory 
cloarout thermo units, good stock of 
now single pone windows. Ther­
mopane Patio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurance repairs. George 
Clark and Son Enterprises. 9750 - 4th 
St, Sidney, 656-6656. Visa, Mastercard
If
65 GAL. SLIP TANK for fuel, like new. 
Pressure treated poles 10"x8', new. 
Fifty 2x10x14 fir planks. 656-7886. 12
NEW AND USED TILLERS at Grant's 
Smoll Motors. 656-7714, 12
KITCHEN CABINETS, citation maple, 
Kenmore fridge, stove, Kitchenaid, 
portable dishwasher, double stainless 
sink, taps, louvred doors, range hood. 
Hoover upright 656-4352. 12
1968 VOLKSWAGON BUG $375,007 52
ft. of 12 in. concrete culvert $150.00, 
woodburning kitchen range $75, and 
weoner pigs $45.00 652-9977. 12
NORCO BIKE to suit 5-9 yr. old. Ex- 
celient condition, $50 652-2352. 12
LARGE BESTAR STEREO stand light and 
glass door excelenf condition $150.00 
Remington electric typewriter $100.00 
652-1906.1^3
HAMMOND ELECTRIC 2 I^EYBO^D
ORGAN #3 rhythm panel. Reasonable. 
Luggoge, fan forced electric healer 
(new). Folding picture screen, 1 Italian 
Provincial step table ond lamp table. 
Canning jors, qts. and pts. 656-7538. 12
THREE PCE. SET harvest gold 30" range, 
14 cu. ft. fridge, dishwasher. Protable 
or built-in. Only $1,045. Oaves Ap- 
plionce Centre. 656-3612. 12
MUST GO double bedroom suite, two 
Ige dressers, $400.00 O.B.O. 656-5356 
or 656-5335. 12
RCA XL100 20 in. color portable 5 yr. 
old $200.00 656-6891. 12
SPRING INTO ACTION, Buy now and 
save on children's clothes and materni­
ty wear at Jus Kidding, 9788A 2nd 
Street across from The Review, 656- 
^1 3; 12
BUNK BEDS, 4 mos. old, no mattresses, 
$295.00. 2 single beds with maple 
headboards, excellent rnottresses, 
$99,00 eoch, 652-0189. 12
ESTATE JEWELLRY 18k gold w/rubiel^
jade w/diamonds, amyethysl 
w/diamonds, 'A appraised value 
O.B.O. serious enquires only 652-4709.
2?
TORKER BMX BIKE loaded with extras 
$1,000.00 U.S.A. price, best offer 
tokes. 652-4709. 13
ELEPHANT COLLECTION with anti'qTli
display case. Approx. 200 elephants 
652-4709. 23
BUSHNELL SPOTTING* S^CaTpE
spocemaster II zoom eyepiece 20-45x 
D60mm lens $250.00, Rockwell Beaver 
tablesaw cast table h.p. $300.00, 
Pentax Spotmotic F camera, c/w 50, 
135, 24 mm lenses, filters, breket 
$350.00 656-6905. 2^
MOVING SALE stove, frige, excellent 
condition. Other household items. 652-
075_4^_     12
ONE NEW LADIES Roleigh bicycle, 
divonetfe complete good shape, old 
fashioned box stove, deep well pump. 
Pairbonds Morse, deep well pumps Jo- 
qusi deep v/ell McDougoll double ac­
tion: one refrigerator $125.00. 656- 
3274. 12
2 YR OLD 20" Lawnboy rearbagger 
lawnmower $275.00 656-1398 after 6 
p.m. 22
4x8 POOL TABLE, 1-pce slate, 3 sets of 
balls, 12 cues plus extras $1100.00 Pair 
of summer radial tires on Pinto rirns 
$100.00 656-1419.12
TYAAAN SOFA and choir. Sanderson 
upholstery osking $450,00 652-2692. 12 
WURLITZER PIANO excellent condition 
$1,700.00 coll 656-7157. 12
. i
MOVING: G.E. washer and dryer, 
electric sewing machine, work bench 
with Vice, lined drapes, some tools, 
morine bross fittings, etc. 656-6643. 12 
OIL FURANACE engine lor sale. Offers 
652-5020. 12
DOUBLE BED, box spring, mattress, 
from $65.00, single bed, French Provin­
cial with headboard ond 3 drawers 
underneath $175.00 652-4694. 13
MANS COASTER bicycle $40.00, near 
new. 656-0662. 13
iUTCHEN TABLE^Tchairs $45.00, cof-
fee table $25.00, 40 inch cribbage 
board on folding metal legs $20.00. 
Phone 656-9291. 12
GARAGE SALE by 676 (Kitfyhawk) Air 
Cadet Squadron. Saturday, Marcch 22. 
10-4 p.m. Cadet Hall, Conora Rd.
Bargains galore!_________ 12
MOV[ng WeT945 Mt. Newton X Rd. 
Sat. March 22nd, Sun. March 23rd. 
fmiT^29 a.m. to 4 p.m.2?
GA^Ge’sME 8248 East Saanich Rd.
Sat. Mor. 22 9 - 1 p.m.  r2
BASEMENT SALE older audio equip­
ment stereo and storage cabinets, 
floor lamp, typewriter and label, some 
furniture and misc. items. 10-4 Sat. 22 




WE BUY- antique and collectible dealer 
buys figurines, china, furniture, 
glassware, jewellry, toys, silver, 
crystal, lomps or paintings or what 
have you. One article or houseful. 652-
5040.__ „ _____   '8
WANTED: items tor garage sale, 
household goods, toys, books, tools, 
furniture, etc. All proceeds to Track 
'86. Call 656-1067 for pick-up by 
volunteer. 15
HARDTOP TENT TRAiLER~^a*meT7n 





MOVING SALE 2229 Amherst Ave. Sat. 
22nd 10-2, chest of drawers, H.O., 
electric train set, fireplace screen, 
Noncy drew and Hardy Boys books, 12 
ft. sailboat, bench press, stereo 
comp., portable record player, and 
more. 12
TANZER 26, 1981, like new. Slick racer 
and spacious family cruiser. Gen- 
noker, autopilot, dodger; loaded with 
extros 656-7006 evenings. 13
36' PIVER TRIMARAN aluminum ketch 
excellent day charter boat for Expo.. 
Trade for late model cor. Scott Kelly 
386-3516,389-0743. 17
6 H.P. JOHNSON. Good cond. $275.00 
652-0011 after 5 p.m. 13
SEA SNARK 12 ft. sailboat, new sail, 
$150.00 0.8.0.656-2377. 12
Idaidset




25 words for $119 will reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. 1 hr, to all doy. Rockhavet\ 
■^76-3023.tf
NAUTiluS prestige' memboi^'l^,“Ex­
cellent saving. 479-6333. _______14
KALli/YA ALOE VERA' p’r^ductr Tn’- 
formation and trolnlngs 479-6333. __14 
APARTMENT FRIDGE,"'tub, tolietr'arid 
sink, oportment washer, largo freezer, 
louvered medicine cabinet, drapes, 
Imitation firoploco, wing back chair, 
Georgian walnut burl high boy, Vic-
torlon eftose lounch, 6^j-0309,___^12
THE LAST SHoF, used ond recondition­
ed mojor appliances $50 and up 2686 
Sooko Rd, 474-4221. _ _ '2
GO{.DFRAMES, 4'x3' $69.00 or choose 
from our large selection of used win­
dows to make your own The Lost Shop 
2686 Sooke Rd, 474-4221 ■ ..... ........ 12
NORCO MOUNTAiN oTKE novv'7o7e- 
pononis with Kryptonle lock $480 or 
bo»l offer. 656-7617, I'r
After 6 p.m, 12
thing orborlte work surface, 30x59V. 
$05,00 Call Cothy6S6-4904. 12
.B«d'...ROUTER'7'AND ■'stand....'fso,
pingpong fohio etc, $45, 4x0' pool 
loble «1e. $ri’'5, workshop Table wilh 
grindor nnd drill stand etc, largo chosl 
of drower* $32.00, Lll Chief smoker 
$45, diiol wheel and lira Chov 1-Ion 
$05.00, box cover for pickups Irucj*. 
$30, inisc, power fools lorgo lee chest 
$25,656-5319, 12
IBM "iliafRIc" li,'" 'riot "seif correct lno7"5 
typing elements. $370,00 65'2 0476, 12
LOTS OF'i^e7oWWED "'w  hi-
clufling hIdo-O'beds, sofa suites, beds, 
dressers, toffee table®, bookcases, 
corprti and drapes, cloon and 
reasonobly priced. Wo buy, soil , trddn 
A swap 01 BUY A SAVE, 9010 4ih St. 
656-7612, 12
APT. SIZE FREEZER ond washer spin- 
dryer 30’ range, wosher and dryer 
tel* of dishes, pot* ond pans, small 
electrical oppllonces. Mechanic's, 
carpeniets.' and garden tools., lots of 
camping ond fishing gear, bikes ond 
trikes, pre-owned eleon and 
reasonable Buy A Save 9010 4th fit, 
656.-7613..^ , , . .12
SEWING Machine Necrhl perfect 
order $225.00, G,E, lownmower $60, 
OoBfon rockitr black ond gold $I2S, 
Boston loble 26 'x20'' 105, wood ffum- 
ud mil ion. £.56 771.3, . ' 12,
douis, ijl discount prices, 656-6656 
Visa, Mastercord accepted; > it 
9»l20RfENHbuSfr,. nuinmflitlc wIndoW ’ 
trenches, fttc $750, 3B4T60i evening*.
13
Where can you lease a truck 
•or only $119.97 per month? ' 
Call R.C. Belt collect at 
525-3481 or toll-free at 'i- 
800-242-7757. DL 5674. 
Leasing new Ford trucks 
from $159 per month. Lar­
gest inventory in B.C. Cal! 
Garry Moore personally 872- 
7411: Out of town call col- 
'ect. DL8102.
Lease 4x4 $244 per month! 
Factory order to your specs! 
Lease/buy car/truck-GM- 
Ford-Chrysler-Imports. Call 
Bob Robinson Toll-free 1- 
800-242-4416, 584-1222
D L.7836.
Buy or lease new or used 
trucks direct trom B.C.’s #1 
volume Ford Dealer. Noth­
ing down, we pay transpor­
tation OAC. Call Walley or 
Tim collect 464-0271. Metro 
Ford. DL5231.
Buy or lease new or used 
truck,® direct from B.C.'s #1 
volume Ford Dealer. Noth- 
•ng down, we pay transpor- 
laiion OAC. Call Gary or 
John collect 464-0271, Metro 
Ford DL5231.__________
One hour credi! approval! 
Possible with our exclusive 
Diai-A-Car and instamntic 
credit program. Lease/pur­
chase with or without op- 
hon. your choice, Harold 
Pious at Royal GM. 922- 
4111, West Vancouver. D.L. 
5534_,___..... .................. ..........
Rocroallonal vehicles and 
m.srino parts and acces­
sories, Prowler Trailers and 
5lh wheels, Scamper Motor- 
eomos Call Eldorado R.V, 
5814634 Tnir Free 1-800- 
,?42 4410, One ol this 
months specials, Tuffbox 
Truck Tool Boxos, $169,95,
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNI'TIES 
Travel Thai's an exciting 
wo'ld , Gorininiy more ox- 
ciiifK) than pi7i'a or muffler, 
right? Right, so why not 
nuiui ,-I career lor yourself In 
iii(‘ World's number ono 
gi'OwHi induslry and enjoy 
wortriwKJn iravel benefits In 
adddion to developing equi­
ty in your ewn roiall Irtjvol 
ar)r,>r-r,y tJniglnhe is the lar-" 
gosi rel.3il iravel (rnnchlso 
netv.ork m North Arnericn, 
No previous Ira'vel OKpoi- 
lence necessary, Inveoirnont 
I'ecjuired Coll: Uruglobo Tro- 
/r-i Canada collect 1-270- 
2241/ ,.....
Thriving Gravel and Excava- 
img Rusinesri Well estab­
lished, ninr.o 1974, Gravnl 
I'd shop, ole, Reply P,0. 
n<)» 200, do News Adverll- 
ser, 3239 Kalijm SHeol, Tor-
■ '■ .,p,. ,.yOG.2N3;,
DRVFRY' IB high prolil, 
French tries, more, wilhoul 
diiepi' Tryinq, CSA/UL ap- 
jireved Low insial, venllhQ, 
■niHu'aniie costs. Poriabie, 
R I S f'/M'ul Systems Inc T- 
•kOO-lVs’>7464, brochures.
Fam, Control Without Pills 
Aiiih el eel f If. Impulse 
>’I F N 5 ) machlnoTan sown 
nil T V 's Marketplace prog- 
rami Moneytsack gtiarnnleo.
nealcf ingulrter, 
,-nv.led Toll Fret) call l-flOO'
I 65-4350 ^ ...... , .......... ........
; Nirettlecraliefsi ('-ycelionl in- 
I 'line finiential an Kales Re. 
i-fesenitiiltvrr lor New Cann- 
diuf' Nendiecrali Company. 
Re i' 1 e s c n I li 1 i V e a ri s r» nc I Ally 
afiei.1eil in ru'ai communi- 
hiini Vknie Panda Slttch- 
f'ad. Liu, 0., P,0. Bu*' 







Easy Money! Earn extra 
money as a part-time Regal. 
Representative. For your 
Free Gift Catalogue write 
Regal, 939 Eglinton Avenue 
East, Dept. 769, Toronto. 
M4G 2L6.
Sporting goods store Tn Sal­
mon Arm B.C. Grosses over 
$300,000 with steady 
growth. $60,000 plus inven­
tory. Don Schmok Bestsel­
lers Realty 832-7144 or 832- 
3646.
Ultralight Aircraft Enthus­
iasts - two-seater float plane 
operation for sale in South­
ern Okanagan. Cash in on 
Expo traffic and have fun! 
Call now 1-498-3513 eves.
Start your own ceramic bus­
iness, 300 moulds, kiln, 
slipomatic, pouring table, 
stains, glazes, underglazes, 
metalics, brushes, etc. Ven­
dor will finance. $8900.00 
282-3684.
Exciting opportunity! Part 
time, full time distributors 
required lo market exclusive 
Imported (under) fashions. 
Parivpian direct to consum­
er, Call (416)630-6200. 
Write Mary Blake, 600 
Steeprock Drive, Downs- 
vlow, Ont. M3J 2X1,
Moving must sell well es­
tablished Bookkeeping Ser­
vice. Computerized, steady 
year round clientele, good 
location. Payroll, acets, ro- 
coivable, payable, financial 
stalement.®, income tax, 
(403)668-6251, Whitehorse,
Yukon,____________  _ ____
Mayiag Homo Stylo Coin 
Laundry Store Franchises. 
Exciting now proven con­
cept for making money - 
Spocinoular growth polon- 
llnl. Your own rnco.SBlon 
proof business, Woatorn 
Maytag • 438-6204.
House 5.6 acres, throe 
phase power. Suitable (or 
saw, shake, or shingle opnr- 
allon. Gttod access lodnator- 
lal, water. Close lo school,
ChnR.yvlllOj,„265-.3i12,.........
bo your own boss buiitr a 
successful Fuller Brush Bus­
iness, up to 45% discount, 
over lOd high quality prod­
ucts, I'or Irdormallon write 
«13-230 West 13lh SI, NoiTli 
Vancouver, B.C. V7M 1N7 
...,,...1...
l-iong Kong T-aclory flooking 
dinirlbutorn and dealers. 
Gunranlood areas, Irninlng, 
support, polonlln! $37,OoO 
per year, Irtvosl $3890, 
Terms available. Contact 
Vancouver Rnprosonlatlvo nt 
5a4.91_31,,,.,
Klridorporiy Toys requireii 
Independent toy consultanl.'j 
organizintj home domonslra- 
Hons high qiinllly acclaimed 
line Intornallonal toys, 
Those inioreslpd In child 
devfilopmenl and direci 
sales send for color cala- 
iogue ,and details. Sates 
irianagerii posh ions avail, 
ahla. 165H West bih Ave., 
vrancouver, B C VST 1R?,
(604)73t,r‘PfH,L..,.,^:.V............
Money InleresliMj? VVft can 
Show you hdw to make oxira 
iiivurtiu llitough Haul uiUui. 
■Send self addressed, stamp­
ed envelu()o to Ihe Money 
Maker#. f'.O, Box 5598, Sta­
tion B. Vlcloria, B.C. VClR 
Uhit.
Earn monrty by harveslinQ 
Wild odihio pioducts, Foi 
hrachure sand $.3, mooey 
order, address and phone 
uumhiii to Avalar, Bux 541, 
New Woftimlnsler, B.C. V31.
4S'8 '
Remodelled 34 seat restau­
rant with two apartments, 
full basement, new equip­
ment, priced for quick sale, 
$60,000., stock included. 
Hudson Hope. Will consider 
house or acreage in trade in 
southern B.C. Phone 783- 
, ■ 9425;' ■/ : . "V:
BUSINESS PERSONALS
Canadian Screen and Video 
Digest; Canada's unique 
film magazine featuring 
general to erotic releases. 
For information write P.O. 
Box 4577, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6B 4A1.
EDUCATIONAL
Family Tax Planning; Learn 
loopholes to decrease taxes. 
Earn money preparing re­
turns. For free brochure, 
write U S R Tax Schools, 
1345 Pembina Hwy, Winni- 
peg, Manitoba, R3T 2B6.
Okanagan School of Log 
Building, R.R. 3 Spiers Rd,? 
Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 7R2 
(860-2726) Is offering two 
courses in Kelowna, April 
13-25, May 4-30. Instructor 
Pol Radomsko,________
Free: 1986 guide to study-at- 
horno correspondence Dip­
loma courses lor prestigious 





vel, Granlon, (1A) 1055




.Sumnor Edgor 7'/? x 48" 
opening 20 saws quick 
change double InloocI oul- 
lood 200 amp. Electric Ser­
vice, Electric Motors. Mag 
Sliutors, Dry Core Trnno-
Machinery 1970-977 Cat Ldr 
w/bucket/Grappie, $1Q,,500; 
1072-740 .John Deere l^kld^ 
der, $19,500; igBI-sIcjol 
Dump Box, na now, $3,500; 
1955-D4 Cal., $4,700, Call 
p.,ip, „
1900 While Wosiern SInr, 
6V9P T, 13 speed, 14 yard 
nlghl bok, comes with sund­
er box and under body 
plow. ExcollonI condlHon. 
$35,000 O.B.O, Phone 1> 
400-3702,
Aulomnlic Cniilornia Car 
Wash Efinipmnnt vdth hn| 
and cold wax and rocvclhig 
walei sysloni, Musi he mov­
ed oil proporTy. First $7,000 
tu besp qljoG j~4pO-33pX...
Montreal Mllllary Surplus: 
WnrknhlrlB $2.75, workpanls 
$3,50, wofkhools $15. ITand- 
cutls, hagi., knives, parkas, 
cornbal panis, rjlc, $2, lor 
calaloflue (relrnhurncimenl 
on Kfsl order). Military Sur- 
plii'i, Rnv 24't, fit, Tlmoihec, 
Ouehec.;,lOS 1X0, _ .
On,iMIy French Allonna Per. 
him by .Inlirm ,|ill, .'»? popin 
lar fragrances. Subslanital 
c.'ivino;,, K.l.iil (u
bffcome marketing consul- 
laril Barbara Expodtlures 
Lid.. Box 7154, c/a N.IJ. 
New.s, 1139 |mbiidfilo, N,
'* .‘‘.^,.1*6... i.'Olib .''i42‘>L.
Old Time Fiddle arid Courv 
try Mut'ic Recordings not 
found in stores anvmore 
f ree mad order c.italofluo, 
lliu MuSH llarn, dux .itnlB, 
Mount AlbciH, Dal. Lt'/G 
1MI),
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada’s largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre Inc., 
4600 East Hastinos Street, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 1-'299-0666.
Fabric shades - can be used 
as lighting fixture, swag or 
lamp shade. For free fabric 
samples write Les-Lee En­
terprises, 3057 Aries Place, 
Burnaby. B.C, V3J 7G1.
GARDENING 
Spring Sale. Greenhouses & 
equipment. Hydroponic gar­
dens & supplies. Lighting & 
propagation supplies. Save 
up to 50%. Send $2. for 
complete list & info-pack. 
Western Water Farms Inc., 
1244 Seymour Street, 'Van­




Large Public Auction. 
March 31. Highway 2, 
North of Red Deer. Consign 
early. Cash advances avail­
able. Auctioneering since 
1965. New commissions 7%. 
Phone Garry,Meier Auctions 
(403)782--4774..:w? : 
PERSONALS
Editor/reporter for northern 
B.C. community newspaper, 
Experienced, high-energy 
individual who seeks a chal­
lenge, Must own reliable 
vehicle & 35mm camera. 
Salaried position, benefit 
package, send resume to: 
Barry Radley, Box 1007, 
Vanderhoof, B.C, VOJ 3A0. 
Phone (604)567-9258.
Product ion/Composition 
Manager, northern B.C, 
newspaper. Experienced In 
layout, lypesoMIng, dark­
room & supervision, Salary 
negotiable. Good polential 
(or ndvancomonl. Bonofll 
pnekngo. Phono (G04).567- 
925B. Darry Radley. Box 
1007, Vandertioof, R.G VOJ 
■3A0,_..____■_____
Liconaod barber stylist ro- 
quired for modern shop in 
busy mall. Ploasani v^orking 
conditions. Apply Barbers 
II, 109-100 Main SI., Whllo- 
horse, Y.T, VIA 2A0 Inlor- 
h}nlipn;(4p3)()33-5345 eyq3._ '
Roglrdored Nurses: Part- 
Time and/or tull-ilmo Rogls- 
terod Nurses am required 
(or aclive Ireatmonl k for 
long-lorm care by the Two 
Hill,'} Ho,;illh Care Cenlio, 
Acllvo Trealtiwjni Includes 
32 Inpi'iilenl beds, fimorgon- 
cy O.R. Leng-lorm 'care 
Includos 40 riurslng home 
bods 20 anxiiiary care 
beriii InieroMied npplicaniG 
am asked to conlacl by 
phono; or letter; Dirocior ol 
Nursing, Two Hills Healllv 
Cam Corilro, Box 160, Two 
I nils, Alla. I’bono (403)057- 
3;i44, S.'llaty K benefits ar. 
per U.N.A, coriiracl. Tonla. 
live dale ol hire i.s March 
24,J9H(i,,.... . .......... ■...... ..
Journoyrnan Mechanic lor 
Ford Doalei'iihip, Previous 
expoflence wilh Forrl prelor- 
red, Heavy duly oxporionce 
an {uiKel. Send resume lo 
VVar liner Fonl, Box goo, 
WiJlnwi'lghL Alla TOR 4Ri'i
Wofk Ovie rieas Nnve • Fni' 
rnofiiup 10 (Tale li'ilortnalinn 
avallal'ile neiul $5 find a 'lell- 
arubeiifted, rdarn(teil tinvo- 
•epe m InmirwhioruU rm- 
ployrnenl, Dept, > 248, 720 > 
(ilh Sunol, Flew , Vi/esiiinm 
mier, JT.G:; V3L 3C5,_ ■_ ■
iHinti '/jiliintA (re«'p 11 p;!'.y
Mounlam ITesoiT nccepBng 
applicaiiohs sumivier ein* 
plhymeni, Rond sed-addre*. 
xed ntamped envelope’ Gin 
cler PArK Lodge, Rogers 
frnsn, H.G, VOL: 250, ARen- 
llon; John,:Q.aiL Mo phone
CBlIft.' ■’■■',:
Now an, opportunity to meet 
other unattached adults in 
your area. Serving singles 
of all ages. Close Encoun­
ters, 837 Hamilton Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 2R7. 
681-6652. Ladies - free Trial 
oiler. . ■''' ■'
Want answers? Write today 
for a free eight-lesson Bible 
study. New Testament. 
Christians only. Not affiliat­
ed with Denominational Re­
ligions. Box 327, Chilliwack, 
B.C, V2P 6J4.
Dates Galore. For all ages 
and unattached. Thousands 
of members anxious to meet 
you. Prestige Acquaintan­
ces. Call Toll Free 1-800- 
263-6673! Hours; 9 a.m, - 7 
p.m. _;_____ _
REAL ESTATE
Three bedrcorn home in Oli­
ver, two - car garage attach­
ed, shed 16' X 20’, lot 60' x 
100', some fruit trees, rasp­
berries, strawberries, black 
currants, louver blinds. 
Price $60,000, Phono 1-498- 
2159._____ ______ _■__ _ _
services " ‘
Suffering an ICBC Claim? 
Carey LIndo, Lawyer, 14 
yn.nrs, 1650 Durarileau, Van­
couver, B.C. V6K 3S4. 
Phono colled 0-684-7790 tor 
Eroo How To Information: 
ICBC Claims and Awards. 
"II you have a phono you'vo 
qpi g lawyer." _
Major poraonol Injury 
claims, Joel A. Woner, Law- 
yor experienced In lillnalion" 
.since 1960, Call colled 0-, 
736-8261. Free Initial consul- 
tallon. Contingency (808 
available, 1632 West 71h, 
Vancouver,
....
Bo i ii n g h a fii7'”wTs8ii i n'gTo n 
MolelH, ; Coachman Inn ft 
(new) Park Motel, Modern 
units Canadian money n|: 
par, Special fodiicod ratoa - 
(wo pjiople for $42,00 plus 
Tax. (206)671-9000 or Van,.
Australia/Now Zealanrj tra­
vel pinnfi? Now you can call 
(me lo_ ANZA Travel tho 
Down IJndor rjxperto Lowost 
Tjirrts, best planned Trip, 
Toll-tree In B C, 1-800.972-
0920 or_734.7^ ' T
Skirsrs; lake Louise, Can­
ada's Favorite Rkl Area has 
SKI, wnek.'i from $119, ski 
Tram packnorw (Vancouver - 
Lake Louise) (rom $203




(.xiuniv Is your "FzKPtS Exit" 
cliange youi pace; sceri- 
t.;i V anil lilujiiyic, Wfllti or 
free adivliias and accom- 
rnodaiiunti lists,., Vlivllorii' 
Bex 340 B.C,, Bolltnohsm’ Wa. 98227. ’y'f’Onam,
' fin r'/fm .
l’F(.l (.al l.>(((:i| V(‘ft)IC|e . OArV
i








Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.
Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
TYPESETTING AND WORD PROCESS 
typing now ovailoble locally. Books, 
manuscripts, brochures etc,, etc. Call 
evenings 656-6466. No job too small, tf
RENT-A-WRITERI Resumes, briefs, 




SEPTIC AND WATER TANKS. Alpha 
fiberglass manufacturing. 10218 
' Bowerbank Rd. Sidney. 656-5121. 13
VAN HECKE F!REV\/OOD 
SEASONED & UNSEASONED 
* Douglas Fir • Alder 
• Arbutus® Maple
“Slacked In truck" 
DISCOUNTS ON 3 CORD ORDERS
656-8702
FIR AND HEMLOCK sawdust for sale, 
full loads or half loads. Also good for 
gardens. 656-5671. 18
SEVEN YEAR OlO purebred Si',«pherd; 
8 year li.,d. Seiler X. i-ree. Woi; beliQ'.'-
ed. Coil Jenny 478-1809. 13
s
PARENTS!
Has your son or daughter recently 
brought home a new, black Norco 
Magnum Spectsi Edition mens 12 speed 
bike? If they have, H just might bo stolen. 
Mine was stolen on March 11th, 1906 from 
Parkland School between 9:00 am and 3:20 
pm. If you have any information about 
this bike could you please phone
656-4810. A REWARD
Is olterod tor the return of this bike.
FOUND: drafting instruments, White 
■Birch Rd. area. 477-3467. ; 12
/LOST: cat, light orange short hair, 
neutered mole tabby. May have lost 
his white collar. Not a remarkable 
feline. but dear tous.JA'lissing in Canoe 
Cove/Curteis Pdinf drear If seen or 
found please phone 656-8133 or 656- 
6368. ...... /■';14"''
^ ^ t ‘
WOHKOUTwIthKATHI!
EXTRA MILD FITNESS CLASS.
No running, no jumping — get In shape 
the FUN & fast wayl
Tues. & Thiirs. 6:15 Sansbiiry School Qym 
Mon. * Wed. 7:00 Ml. Newton School
652-0509KathI Hemphill Nash
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232, We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
doy, 7 doys o week. __
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of oil ages — serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134, tf
SPRING SEWING & 
TAILORING CLASSES
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TUES 10% OFF 
(IN STORE STOCK ONLY)
#3—2310 Beacon Ave. 
656-0411
SENIORS (60 OR MORE). New to 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers classes, 
octivities and a warm v/elcome. Drop 
in to 10030 Resthaven or call us at ;656- 
5537. tf
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9751 3rd Sf., is the in­
formation and Volunteer Service Cen­
tre for the peninsula. If you need 
assistance or if you wish to volunteer a 
few hours a week to help others in 
your community, please call 656-0134 
for further information. tf
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School, Mondays 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Fur­
ther i nfo. 652-4580, 652-1531. tf
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
GROUP meets regularly. To join us, 
help us, or just for information, call 
656-2908 or 656-5457 after 5 p.m. rd 
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group meets every Wednes- 
•day, 7-9 p.rn. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383- 
5.i:i5, lG-5 p.m. A/ionday to Friday for 
more info, tf
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS - Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps - Proceeds to Cancer Fun<? 
- drop them off at The Review. TF
APPLICATIONS FOR CHILD placement 
still available for 1986-87 at Pals 
Preschool. Please phone 656-7334. 12
GARDNER: To John and Julie Gardner 
qt Royal Columbian Hospital, New 
Westminster, B.C., on Feb. 21, 1986, a 
son, David Peter Bateman, a brother 
for Daniel and Naomi. 12
aft
WE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS our 
thanks and appreciation to all of our 
relatives and friends for their kind ex­
pressions of sympathy with words and 
cards, flowers and contributions to the 
Heart ’Foundation after the recent 
death of Jody Coward. Special thanks 
to Reverend Robert Sansom. The 
Coword Family. 12
J-195''/,0TO!II1E^&
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Ovorealors Anonymous can 
help you, No duos, no wolqh-lns. Coll 
: Sidnoy 656-4353. If
POSITION SOUGHT, Intelligent, ninny 
lacolod, woll oriucatod woman. Trust 
compony roforoncos, etc. Dulles open 
to nogollotlon. 592-0102, 590.5337. 13 
OENTLEMEN: this 45 yoor yuung Itidy i;. 
looking for a special man. Must bo 
non-arnokor, light drinker, unon- 
cumbored.lnlolligont, convorsa- 
llonollat, carefroo, iinppy, loving, son- 
/sililvoi (igrlng. Intorosts;, dancing, 
travel, qulol ovonings at homo, 
rending, cnmpIng. miiRic. Reply Bo’/f 
,125 The* Review, 9701 '2nrf SI,, Sidnev-
„ ,2 m.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
INVITATION TO TENDER
Tnndiirt will bo mcfllvftd lot QfR(.H cullino Ol 
all I'nikn, Utbnn and ilixnl iViuldvriid* wllhiii 
ihfl OlBtdol ol tlDMIi Smirilcli up until T.',10 
p,ni,,M«ich27,'lOftfl.
Conlrnci Dwjiiniriniti me iivlillahlw at Ilia nl- 
tied fit ilirt bimiiGl ol Nwlti tiftomcli at 1(1?0 
: Mill# Road,
Tlio iDwrial oi miy Tunrlcu will not nnq(.''jniifllv 
h(i accofiKid
SWAN LAKE POTITtRY aptlng clenrowe 
solo 10 . 50 par ednf off Mgr, 21 ■ 23 
11;30, 6 p.m, 021 Ralpfi fh. Vkiaiin. 
/.(79-1245of479'MI7.f,:',; ';:i2
DRESSMAKING AND rAILORiNO
pur iwrt< ed pi elmoiiet lol S i il'miin i'/ eu
tiorm, Jiwin Dlokfw, 656-3190, t(.
FOpTCARE in your home, fieulplefod 
ftOl!»,^CGl(Angelt6T:iM-9727V| ■ 'll) 
ttUSilNtibS Ohi'OH jUivti f hem yinti 
own homo, low luvaatnuml, 656-rt'/9S',
V ,/ , ' ^ ■■ /, ; ,/M
emuo ' TO "'OWH ntCM'KIMG ond 
nrmre nwwderl nil ^•olVllClnrnf•*nl good* 
unl&k# (.lolrmid by (ho 27tli fobruory 
wKlI b» tiOlfJ for whtiti,lt tokos. Cloth
■ (oInrprUfflis, Sldnov 654)-6657), M
NOriCF-OF flALie OF VESSEL 
PUnnUANTTOTHE WAREHOUSEMAN'S LIEN ACT 
WItsHiat U«il nikir |a Ittrftnblsd to ih« 
tinilAislunwd In Min sum el IRAO.Iti foi «nr* 
iilota, alnraon atilt ivial«f|al aiiopdtiitt to 
IH* said |.on« Woll and lti« aald
tiMin tiiiolii to iiaiin bnnn paid and dnlaiilt 
liaa lM«(i mad* In ill* paymnnl lltataul. 
NtiMc.* la tinrtby oh*n ttiat hid* Inr sslri 
y«ii,ii*l will tMi accaptiHl on or bwlorn th* 
;i»li>alngdi)#(d April 1, HIM.
Paillaa IntaniulAd In .uiiicliaaing Ih* 
vaasal may anhnilt ***1*4 hiria Inr Ihn 
punitiaa* to ih* utiic* ot ManOoriild t 
IUirl*t<*ii • SolInRot*. P.O. 
nnii MS, Hinnlwood n*y, W.C, VPS lAn pdwloAprtM», IM*.
IN&PRCYION ot th* show* d*yiyalb«d 
****•1 hy aptKtinImani til Cam** t.ny* 
Ma-lna Lid., Cano* Gov# Rd,, SlrihAy, It.C. , , I r
656-1151
REVIEW
THORNTON - Evelyn E. of Sidnoy, B.C. 
peacefully af Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on March 8, 1986 in her 73rd 
yeor. Pre-decoased by her daughler 
Joyce, 1938. Survived by her loving 
husband Arthur; sons Fred and close 
friend Debra, Robert and wife Bonita: 
Ken and wife Karon. Grandsons 
Wayne and Uonny; granddaughters 
Cindy, Culhy, Chori, Joyce and Kim. 
Throe groal-grandchildron, five 
brolhers and sisters. "For by grace you 
have boon saved through fcilth; and 
this is not youi own doing, it is the gill 
of God'' Ephesians 2:8 Cremation at 
Royal Oak Cremotorluni, Memorial 
sorlvo was hold at Holy Trinity Church 
1319 Mills Rood, Sidnoy, at 2:00 p.m. 
Wednesday. March 12. 1906, Cards 
and flowors gratofully doclliiod. Dona- 
lions. If dosirod, may bo made to the 
charily of your cholco. Will bo missed 
by family cind many friends. IV
I'jiii /Bhyniicr, PI'no 
Municipal EriQintiw I
NOTICE
212 REAL iSTftTE 
FOR RENT
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SIDNEY SPIT
PROVINCIAL PARK FERRY 
SIDNEY SPIT PROVINCIAL PARK 
Sealed Tendets will be received by the 
Ministry ot Lands, Parks and Housing located 
at 2930 Ttana Canada Hwy., Vlclotla, B.C. 
up to 3:00 p.m. (local tinia) on April 21, 1986, 
lor the purpose ol salocting a qualified person 
or persons to ptovido an annual summer 
paseongor forty service between Sidney. 
B.C. and Sidney Spit Provincial Marine Park, 
a diatanco ot approximately live (S) 
Wiomelres. Tender documents and lurther 
details may be obtained from.
Zone Supervisor 
Gulf Isisnds Zone
Parks and Outdoor Roctoallon Division 
Malahat District 





Parks and Outdoor Recreation Division
South Coast Regional Office




Sealed appllcaticns must be submitted on 
the forms provided, and In accordance with 
the conditions set forth therein. The Province 
reserves the righi lo raluse any ot all tendets: 
tenders presented with alterations, qualifica­
tions ot omissions to the Tender Documents 
forms will be refused.
Interested appileanis must attend a site In­
spection of the proposed ferry facilities and 
route, and ate requested to contact Ilie Zona 
Supervisor, Gulf Island Zone, Malahat 
District, lor futlhar details phone 478-8341. 
Date for site Inspection Is April 14, 1986 at 
1:00 p.m.
Information contained in Ihe Tender submis­
sion other than the applicant's name will be 
hold in confidence by the Province.
ilrSf
/ , ■FI fa
PERSON TO SHARE 4 br. home. $250.00 
per month plus share utilities 656- 
6208. 13
FURNISHED HOUSE for rent. Retired 
cople for 3 months. 15th Jan. 15th 
Apr., 1987. N/S, N/P $600.00 per 
month. 656-5668. 15
ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE, washer, 
dryer $240,(X) inclusive. 479-2182, 12
MOoiRN 3 BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL
home for rent. $650.00 per mo., 
references please. Call between 9-5 
p.m. 727-2125. 13
COZY 3 BEDROOM HOME, large kit­
chen, living room with fireplace, am­
ple parking, close to shopping, airport, 
and ferries. Suit retired or business 
couple. References. Avail. May 1st 
$485 per month Reply BOX 415 The 
Review 9781 2nd St. 13
WATERFRONT SIDNEY, older character 
famly home. 4 bedroom, 2 bath, avail 
April 1st. Security deposit and 
references required $850 per month 
656-9323,652-5021. 12
BRENTWOOD BAY 2 bdrm., quiet bldg, 
close to all conveniences $395. 652- 
5005 or 652-1884. 13
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, three blocks to 
Beacon, large yard, fireplace f/s, w/d, 
$450.656-3863. _ 13
LANDMARKTHE  unexpectedly 
available t bdrm. $505.00 April 1st, 1 
bdrm. $525, March 22 656-5251. 13
UNFURNISHED 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for 
rent to approximately Sept. 1st $500.00 
10017-5th St., Sidney 656-5322. 12
TWO BEDROOM SXS DUPLEX. Central 
Sidney loclion, $425, includes: water, 
fridge, stove. Recently decorated, 
carpeted. Large yard, electric heat. 
656-2926. 12
NOTICE OF SALE OF VESSEL 
PURSUANTTOTHE 
WAREHOUSEMAN’S LIEN ACT
Whereas Francis Vinay is Indebted to the 
undersigned In the sum of $750.47 (or ser- 
vlcss, storage and material supplied to 
ttie said vessel Fire Fly IV and the said 
aum ought to have been paid and default' 
has been made In the payment thereof. 
Notice Is hereby given that bids lor said 
vessel will be accepted on or before the 
closing date of April 1,1386.
Parlies Interested In purchasing the 
vessel may submit sealed bids for the 
purchasa to the office of MacDonald & 
Ste’vonson, Bardsiers & Solicitors, P.O. 
Box 425, Brentwood Bay, B.C. VOS 1A0 
prior to April 15,1986.
INSPECTION oi the above described 
vessel by appointment at Canoe Covo 
Marina Ltd., Canoe Cove Rd., Sidney, 
B.C.
SIDNEY - furnished room to rent, 9601- 
7th Sf. at Ocean St. $185 per mo in­
cludes utilities. Is across from pork.H 
SIDNEY — 2 3R HOUSE. Upstairs, 
sundeck. large L-shaped living room, 
and dining room. Fireplace, 
fridge/stove. Close lo schools and bus. 
Fenced yard. $490. 656-9201.1^
1 ONE BEDROOM apt., 1 bachelor apt., 
w-w carpet, drapes, cable TV, hot 
water, stove, fridge. Clean, quiet 
building. Phone 656-1673.I?
OFFICE SPACE APPROX. 700 sq. ft. 
$395 month. Includes: parking, heat, 
etc. Sidney Professionol Bldg. 656- 
6860. 652-9711. tf
ROBERTS MANOR 2433 Malaview. New 
owners, new management, four
blocks from Beacon Ave., 2 bedroom 
available Apr. 1st, $450.00 call the 
Maindonalds 656-9748. tf
NOTICE OF SALE OF VESSEL 
PURSUANTTOTHE 
WAREHOUSEMAN'S LIEN ACT 
Whareas A. Shinet Is Indebted to the 
undersigned In the sum of $686.63 for ser­
vices, storage and materiel supplied to 
the said vessel T-SIn and the said sum 
ought to have been paid and default has 
been made in the payment thereof. 
Notice is hereby given that bids for said 
vassal will be accepted on or before the 
closing date of April 1,1986.
Parties Interested In purchasing the 
vessel may submit sealed bids for the 
purchase to the office.ot MacDonald & 
Stevenson, Barristers & Solicitors, P.O. 
Box 425. Brentwood Bay, B.C. VOS 1A0 
prior to April 15^1986. /
INSPECTION of the above described 
vessel by appointment at Canoe Cove 
Marina Ltd., Canoe Cove Rd., Sidney, 
' B.C.
ROOM AND BOARD quiet 
neighborhood, private ent., non­
smoking, share kitchen ond utilities, 
immediate occupancy. 652-3342. 1^2
PEMBERT04.
HOUvIES^Je*"
WANTED: to rent 2 or 3 bdrm. house 
with fenced yard or rui-al setting, 
Sidnoy/Central Saanich area, Needed 




Attractive secluded property 
with great water views, two 
bedrooms, three bathrooms, 
well landscaped 1.27 acres. 
Highest hill on Curteis Point, a 




3 BEDROOM HOME May 1 - Aug. 31 
Non-smokers, non-drinkers, reliable 
caretakers. Call 222-1016. 15
EXCHANGE: 3 br. rancher on large lot 
near bus in Nanaimo, for similar in
Sldney/Soonich area. 758-5305._____[5
SINGLE PROFESSIONALToquiros small 
clean townhouse/duplex in Sidney 
area, Approx, $450. Call 479-8641 after 
5. 12
Great five bedroom - three 
bathroom home on half acre 
level lot, well landscaped 
close to transportation yet 
plenty of seclusion.
Now reduced to $98,000.00.
BILL MOSHER 
656-7117 656-0911
WANTED ONE BEDROOM apt. ground 





>.. 2 BDRM, SUITE „ 
'BDBM SUITE Rnnt inoludta h«Rt, T.V., parklnoi **111111, twlrlpool,’ bllllRra*. tiritl workthop, 10 mitt, to ttl(lii*y, no min, to VInictrl*. 00 Sirli* t;omplt>» an 4 *atae, R'lrtr* parhliig 
*VMll«bl«.
I HAVE A QUALIFIED PUR­
CHASER Intoi'DstDd In buy­
ing a Tanch stylo or split 
lovol rtaaldonco on tho 






APT, AVAILABLE fur treniorR, 
reaionnble rent, Norgardon Courl.
656.3612._ / _ , , ....If
VN^TERFRONT ’ ■' iiiiou lit iri..'count ry ''"af- ^
moitphera, private booch, furnl«hod, 
(ipprox, 000 sq. ft., lirwplaco, private 
potio, Tenant lo bo ttingle, non­
smoking porson, Rttforontos required. 
$600p«»rma.656.'2022, if
3’‘bR duplex'
pots $675 per rnonth 656-‘tOM, fM- 
400.1. , ; , . .
NEWToiidyOR LARGE APT. vei’v'elosrv 
to town centrarr, Adullii no puts. $435 • 
$575 per fimnih 656.4066 m- 656 4003.
: ^13
2 BR. SIDNEY WATERVIEW iiorno near 
park, school*, rnarinni, April HI. 
$545,00 per mdiilh. Pliapii fM Wa or
.... .......................... ............ „■.......
SIDNEY si X S, 2 bedrm. Duplex, ww, 
«Jrjtibl» plumbliig, tlosi* Id ichoolii S 
ihopplng, Children woltoiTie, Sotry no
p_ul$.,;475, £jrr6'1332................. ' ',1?'
fURNiSHED ■"iidOMS ■ TOR ’ ■ RENT V 
Chorarfttr home. 3 blh*. fram 
ffowntown Sitfriwy. $60. wiiek in. 
duilvtt. Phrjita 656 9194 or 6f*6.3'!il3. 13 
COZY 2 BR HOME, eliKirIr h«nt on rJrd 




FoaluroB 1/3 acre silos with 





DEANPARK 1640 Maynnvlew, 1600 iq 
II. cuilotn butif 2 hr. randmt on 
privole V» ocre irnred loi, $ia0,(X/CI 
phone 0vvnrBr656«56ft1, It)
$58,900
Two bedroom bungalow walking 
distance lo Beacon, library, etc. Kit­
chen with eating area, separate 
diningroom. Fenced backyard, totally 
updated. New roof, fully insulated, 
new plumbing and wiring, super deal. 
Phone right now. JOE STARKE 656- 
8751 or 6564)747.
THINKING OF BUYING 
OR SELLING?
Don’t delay — phone today 
Joe Starke 
656-8751 or 656-0747
Building lots/small acreages 
and SLibdividable property 
wanted.
Older Home for Renovations 
or Rental Wanted in the lower 
price range, also 
small home with large lot for 
addition or Duplex possibility. 








with old cottage I
DEEP COVE
2.2 ACRES LARGE EX­
ECUTIVE Rancher (approx. 
3000 sq. ft.) with part base­
ment. Horse barn and pad- 
dock, large all year round 
pond ideal for trout, dead end 
street, a super property at 
$198,000 with subdivision 
possibility. View now with 
FREDDY STARKE 652-9602 
or 656-0747.
2.36 acres Coles Bay, treed. 
$69,500
GREENHOUSE/NURSERY
4000 sq. ft. of Greenhouse 
plus Nursery/Garden Center 
set up on 2 acres, large 
California Rancher ideal family 
business. $169,000 plus 
stock and equipment. 





5.00 acres Waterfront Pat Bay 
$274,900
0.5 acres Deep 
water $49,900
Cove, City
0.4 acres Chualtra, City water 
$29,500
For these or other acreages 
please call FREDDY 
STARKE 652-9602 or 656- 
0747.
VALUE PLUS PRESTIGE 
117,900 will purchase this 
Dean Park home featuring 3 
good size bedrooms, 2 baths, 
and a family room, on a large 
lot . Call how to view.
LARRY OLSON 656-1050 
VERAL LANES 385-1478 or 
656-0747.
I have a purchaser for a 
small 2 bedroom home in 
Sidney or Brentwood with or 
without a basement. LARRY. 




This one level home has been 
built on the highest spot of the 
11 acre parklike estate to take 
full advantage of the magnifi­
cent views over the Malahat & 
Brentwood Bay. Entertain­
ment size livingroom with 
feature floor lo ceiling picture 
window. Inground pool. Dou­
ble garage, etc, Future 
development potential. An ex­
cellent Investment at only 
$289,900, JOE STARKE 656- 
8751 or 656-0747.
RETIREMENT RANCHER
Over 1300 sq, ft. of living 
space corner lot, only half a 
block from beacfi. Built in ap- 
pliances. Spacious living- 
diningroom. Phone right novA 
JOE STARKE 656-8751 or 
656-0747.
UNDER $75,000
I have a purchaser looking for 
a solid home under $75,000, 
preferably with an inlaw suite 
or the potential to put one in.




This 1429 sq. ft/ home in­
cludes 3 bedrooms and a 
family room on a 1/3 acre lot. 
You must see this great value 
in Dean Park.
VERAL LANES 385-1478 




Two bedroom bungalow in the 
heart of Sidney, close to all 
amenities. Corner lot with fruit 
trees and separate workshop.
JOE STARKE 656-8751 or 
656-0747.
MILLIONS OCEAN VIEW 
BRAND NEW RANCHER 
$76,900
3 bedroom ranchei, liv­
ing/dining room with unique 
fireplace, patio off kitchen 
wilh eating area, Single 
garage, ocean view from 
livingroom. Brand New it 
could bo yours for only 
$79,500. Hurry (or this one. 





BOB KINO LISTINGS 
Qp WITH OUR EXTRA ADVANTAGES
A local f'tonl I'-ntfUo to,"im uning TWO corripiritrri/.ticr cfilalogiir:;
Hating aorvicos .. MLS and MRS, our [iirovon tiriilonal rofoiial
system, our Real (;.slate aufiplemenl jilus NEW uiiirkoliiig aoi- 
vices. I'j
CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION 
FREE MARKET EVALUATION OF YOURHOME 
PAM and BOB KING 656.32S7












fcSrABLISHED BCD AND BREAKFAST tn 
5(t)n*ty H»rltat}(» HottiB. Mrlmirt ItKarinn, 
Aikirto 1135,000. Fhatm 6M.‘>1<»4 or 
656.3513. ,,
Tti»n provklt prufoiiMlonnt 
•utviou Nlld Hdviuit). Viuil I'HW Ht 
my Opr»n Huimut or phono and 
t will rlrop hy al your 
oonvonlonoo. A«k aboul our 
natlonaMlaiiiiig iorvloo.
CALL JACK WEEKS
6SB-S584 24 hr. poBor /
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Grant, Ens earn 
top Canada Cord
CANADA CORD presented to pathfinder Joy Grant of 
Brentwood Bay by Deputy Division Commissioner 
Carol Woodruff.
Joy Grant and Pamela Ens 
will be among 13 girls from the 
Southern Vancouver Island 
area, honoured at the annual 
Girl Guide Canada Cord Tea on 
Sunday, March 16 at Guide 
House.
Both girls earned the highest 
award possible in the Guiding 
program — the Canada Cord.
Jane Rogers, chatelaine of 
Government House and current 
honorary president of the Girl 
Guides of B.C., will present the 
girls with certificates com­
memorating their achievements 
at Sunday’s tea.
The Canada Cord program 
was designed to challenge the 
girls to their full potential and 
includes work in program, 
badges and public service. It 
takes many years to complete, 
and because of the dedication 
and effort it takes, this honor is 
achieved by few.
Joy, daughter of Bruce and 
Jean Grant of Brentwood Bay, 
is a Grade 9 student at Stelly’s 
School where she is very active 
in band and a member of the 
Saanich Youth Choir. Joy has 
been a candy striper at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital and 
volunteered to work at the 
P.O.N. shop.
She has been in the Guiding 
movement for seven years and is 
currently with the First Brent­
wood Bay Pathfinders.
Pamela Ens, daughter of Syd 
and Evelyn Ens of Sidney, at­
tends Parklands School and is 
currently in Grade 11.
She is a member of the 
Pirahnas Swim Club and is now 
training to be a swimming in­
structor. Pamela is very involv­
ed in volunteer work at Queen 
Alexandra Childrens’ Hospital 
as well as teaching Sunday 
School.
This is her tenth year in 
Guiding and she is a member of 
the Saanich Division Rangers.
^ > p -
' x;:>
PAMELA ENS with Dogwood District Commissioner 
Tad Letson.
Oregon band fours school
By Geoff Armstrong
Parents and friends of North 
Saanich School band members 
were treated to a very special 
band concert Thursday evening 
as the school hosted a con­
tingent of young musicians 
from Hood River, Oregon.
The show, produced by the 
school’s Dandelion Theatre 
Company, gave the community 
an opportunity to hear three 
different levels of the district 
band program and allowed the 
audience to enjoy a fine musical 
presentation by the students 
from Hood River.
Between musical numbers the 
crowd of more than 300 was 
entertained by Willow Cassidy 
who sang. What I did For Love, 
from the hit musical .A Chorus 
Line; and by Leslie Shewring, 
Carrie Morris, Shannon Hope 
and Kristen Jones singing Tears 
Are Not Enough. They were 
also treated to an outstanding 
comedy routine by Grade 8 stu­
dent Kelly McGregor who 
helped the audience to unders­
tand what it’s like to get the 
“short” end of the stick.
The Grade 6 honor band, 
under the direction of Bill Bren­
nan, played four pieces in­
cluding “Crazy Clarients” 
which showed the real musical 
growth of this beginning group.
The enthusiasm of the Grade 
7 band came across well with 
the two numbers played: Up 
Where We Belong and Silver 
Sceptre.
The Grade 8 honor band, also 
under (he direction of Bill Bren­
nan, did excellent work with 
several pieces including Classics 
on the March, and New World 
Symphony. They then changed 
pace with a song called 
Charleston.
PC MEETING
Annual general meeting Pro­
gressive Conservatives, Mar. 
23, 2 p.m. Claremont School.
FLEA MARKET
Spring flea market. Mar. 22, 
10 a.m.-3:30 p.m., St.
Stephen’s Church.
SANSCHA
Sidney & North Saanich 
Community Hall Assn, board 
of directors meet Mar. 19, 7:30 
p.m. Sanscha Hall. General 
meking Apr. 13.
RUGBY
Anyone interested in playing 
or supporting a Sidney rugby 
club please call Steve 656-1361 
or Alex 656-6482.
HIKERS
We are looking for ladies 35 
and oyer who enjoy a full day of 
intermediate hiking. Meet at 
library public parking lot, car 
pool from there. Carol 656- 
0662.
SOFTBALL
Girls Softball preseason war- » 
mup, Sanscha Hall Tuesdays 
and Thursdays 4:30-5:30 until 
April 11.656-4500.
DISARMAMENT 
Douglas Roche, Canadian 
ambassador for disarmament at 
United Nations speaks Apr. 28,
8 p.m., Newcombe Auditorium.
PAPER BINGO 
Knights of Pythias, 4lh St., 
paper bingo, every Thursday, 
6:30 p.m.
BOYS&GIRLS 
Central Saanich Boys’ and 
Girls’ Club offers quality after­
noon and evening programs for 
young people ages 6-17. Rhon­
da 652-3021, 383-1101.








Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656 1154
RANCHER IN .SUNNY DEEP COVE Uni- 
tivo ' .r>i( Design boosts 2,000
sqaro ft. of luxury on .86 acre 
$159,000.00 656-0159 or leave mossogo 
f^ Djar^ or Barry 656-3144. 13
QUIET CUL-DE-SAC 3 Br, up. 1 down. 7 
hcjlh homo. Finished bsmt. with lamily 
room and wood slovff. Foncod yord, 
6^-9375. 12
2 ’ BEdExDM HOUSE. 3 blocks from 
Boocon, %oa glirnpsos, prlvolo solo, 
$55,000, 653-455B (SollspiIng), 13
FOR SALE by owner; attractive drjubla 
family homo, Complotoly finisliod up 
and down, Snporolo onironcos. Quiet 
Sidnoy cul-do-soc. Clonse to Senior 
Citlron Contro. 478 0493. l-t
OUTSTANDING Sidnoy $32,900 on I.AI’. 
WING Including pon-obode collage 
&O0 Iho sign. Ardmore North 
Gl YNNWOOD nV TMr SrA 1 12nrr,..., 
2 wolls, soo Iho sign. $79,500 Brown 
Bros, 656-3675, .:m5-0771, 12
YOUR
NEIGHBORHOOD 
VV; ; REALTOR '
Is in need of more listings.
In roturn. I offer you dedication 
and competence in bringing 
aboul a successful sale.
FRANK FENN 
6!56«0779
Ocean City Realty Limited 
301-2233
ANAF
Ladies Auxiliary to ANAF 
302 request donations for 
garage sale on Apr. 27. Mary 
656-0565.
GARAGE SALE
Saanichton School Grade 4/5 
class holds garage sale and car 
wash Mar. 22 at school to raise 
money for camp.
FLEA MARKET
Spring Flea Market, St. 
Stephen’s hall. Mar. 22. 652- 
5547 to book table.
,'y, . ; ,, 'EASTER HUNT;:; :
Central Saanich Lions Easter 
Egg Hunt, Centennial Park, 
Wallace Dr., Mar. 30, 1 p.m. 
Children 11 years and under 
welcome. 652-1407.
WOOD
Firewood sale Mar. 22 & 23, 
west side of airport off Will- 
ingdon Rd., to support local sea 
cadets.
SENIORS
Sidney branch 25 BCOAPO 
social meeting Mar. 20, 1:30 




Show & Sale, Mar. 29, 30 9 
a.m.-3 p.m. 656-4523.
BINGO
Easter Turkey and Bonanza 
Bingo, Brentwood Community 
Club, Mar. 24, 7:30 p.rn.
PRESCHOOL
Sidney Preschool still has 
.sonic spaces for 3-4 year olds 
fnr the fall lerin, 656-8056. 656- 
7032.
' . SPCA.
SPCA Victoria branch an­
nual general meeting Mar. 22, 2 
p.tn.
BIRDWATCH
Birdwaiehing for beginners 
w i t h B nice W h i 11 i n g I o n. 
Register at Panorama I.eisure 
Centre 656-7271.
LALECHE
La Leche League of Sidney 
meets Apr. 2, 8 p.m., 2229 
Magnolia PL, Topic: Nutrition 
& Weaning. 652-9362.
TEA
Silver Tea crafts «& bake sale. 
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens, Mar. 22, 2-4 p.m., 
1229 Clarke Rd., Brentwood.
MEETING
Silver Threads Centre annual 
general meeting Mar. 19, 1 
p.m., 10030 Resthaven.
'■''■■.>ART;
Saanich Peninsula arts and 
crafts changed paintings and 
crafts in local libraries.
'■.::;,BINGO
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens Bingo, Wednesdays 1 
p.m. & 7 p.m. 1229 Clarke Rd. 
Brentwood.
DISABLED
Pacific Riding for Disabled 
Association annual general 
meeting Mar. 24, 7:30 p.m.
'Vtith ViovAcc 'c. /7v
SENIORS
Silver Threads Centre, 10030 
Resthaven Drive - Games Day 
Saturdays 1-4 p.rn. Drop by for 
some fun and coffee.
SELF-HELP
Arc you grieving over the loss 
of your pet? Self-help group for 
adults deeply grieving for their 
beloved pet. Val 652-0570.
BALL
Peninsula Celebrations Socie­
ty first annual Spring Ball, 
April 12, Sancha hall. Music 
from the 40s on. 656-3144.
LIVE THEATRE
Peninsula players, “Arsenic 
nnd Old Lace" mystery, com­
edy, romance, March 21, 22, 
28, 29, Central Saanich Lions 
hall 8 p.m. 656-5476.
BOOKSALE
Annual Sidney Teen Activity 
Group book sale at the Collec­
tibles Show and Sale, March 29 
nnd .10, Sanscha hnll, Books of 
all types grnicfiilly received or 




ty Grand Spring Ball, Apr. 12, 
Sanscha Hall. 656-3144. Tickets 
at Tanners Books.
LUNCHEON
Business people’s luncheon, 
Mar. 27, noon, Sidney Travel 
Lodge. Speaker Bob Olson.
ART SHOW
Art exhibit of watercolors 
and drawings by North Saanich 
artist Sheena Lott at Leafhill 
Gallery, Bastion Square, starts 
Apr. 27.
FOOD BANK
People who do not have their 
1985 tax receipts from the 
Sidney Lions Review Food 
Bank can pick them up at the 
Review office on 2nd St.
TEA
Daffodil Tea, St. John’s 
United Church, Deep Cove, 
Mar. 22, 2-4 p.m. Art, baking.
Now that you have tried the rest 
Come to Willi’s to look your best
MEN’S SHOP” 
behind the Landmark Bldg, on 2nd ST
Tues.-Sat. 8:30 - 5:30 656-4443
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 
BOARD OF VARIANCE
The District of North Saanich is accepting appiications from per­
sons interested in serving on the Board of Variance. The Board is 
composed of Itiree members, one of which is appointed by the 
Council for a three-year term, The Board meets once a month to 
consider appeals on siting requirements and alterations, additions 
or reconstruction of non-conforming buildings and structures.
Interested persons should forward their names lo Mr. R. R, O'Gen- 
skl, District ot North Saanich, 1620 Mills Road, P.O, Box 2639, 
Sidney, B.C,, V8L /Cl, no later than Wednesday, April 2, 1986.




2800 Beacon Avo., Sidney
Peninsula Community 
Association this week; Phone 
6560134 for further 
information.
■, ; TAX HELP'
Income tax assistance for 
those on limited income. 
Wednesday nllernoon.s, 9781 
3rd St. Idioric (oi appoiiiimcni.
' LEGAL' '
Legal Information available 
lor those on limited income 
Thursday afternoon,s. Call PCA 
for appointment.
B'(X)K SALE■
STAG book .slitll at Sanscha 
Collectable Fair Mar. 29 & .30. 
Donation,s welcome,
i
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WITH THE PURCHASE OF COMPLETE GLASSES
‘DOES NOT INCLUDE PHOTOCHROMIC LENSES
NON«PRESCRfPT!ON
SUNGLASSES
WITH THE PURCHASE OF CONTAOT LENSES 
SOFT LENSES OR GAS PERM HARD
HEARENG AID BATTERIES* 
ACTIVE AIR 2 13 312 675 H.P. $3.60 




Must Be Accompanied by Eye Doctor RX 
Small Deposit to Hold Glasses or Contacts 
until Eye Examination Arranged
SALE EXPIRES APRIL 18, 1986 THIS OFFER EXCLUDES ALL OTHER SALES. ALL SALES FINAL NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES
HOURS MON — FR! 9~1 & 2—5:30 SAT 10—2 652-6222







PORTABLE VCR & BATTERY PAC
• OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
• CONVENIENT RETURN TIMES
Mon-FrI 5 pm — Sat & Sun 3 pm
Sun-Thurs 11-8— Fri & Sat 10-9 
® RESERVATIONS GLADLY ACCEPTED 
« NEW MOVIES WEEKLY 
• MANY DAILY SPECIALS
ii Sf % AL T, ^ tfSi ' fA fr?) S’** U # 3”% ?“'* f ”"15 3 3 /t'% r"l)''"'ll /.til ii h 3 i =1 Ci w f*-. .SJ*"® , fi I i !;{“ -I ‘r rf«nS r| J
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• Bedford Integrated" ■ 
Accounting Consultation
• Income Tax
fp; St "'•Js '' Y> E“ ’'”5" 'f’Ort'L'fL'"* » '•i.t'
LESLEY SHAW




.if PY '1 ' r ' li 'A
Our Meat Isa ! rr ‘^''^^Thorosti,
ORR’S FAMILY BUTCHER
OPEN 0:00 AM-0:00 PIVI — SAT 8:00 AM - 4:00 PM — CLOSED SUNDAYS Rjojiki Wlw) Hit .Y ifHrHi.
7103 W. SAANICH RD. BRENTWOOD BAY li‘-‘ , '( rl'‘n‘'"' ,','i i .till fi
:pY
t Ii Ylii Y ■
|P«IT: li








NOAH S TRAVEL has a staff of eight agents who have
travelled worldwide. We offer you free advice gained through 
years of personal travel experience and knowledge obtained by 
taking the educational courses available through the travel in­
dustry and by holding membership in the various industry 
organizations that keep us up to date on what’s happening in the 
travel industry today








are all here to make your travel arrangements and to secure the 
very best holiday deal for you..
TRY US-WE’RE LOCALLY 
OWNED AND OPERATED
Our new location as of 
March 1 is Trafalgar Square 
7103 West Saanich Road 




Vancouver to Los Angeles
INCLUDES ONE WAY A!R FLIGHTS
“LUXURY CRUISING AT A REASONABLE PRICE”
PRICES SUBJECTTO CHANGE
Cost per person sharing twin from Vancouver in Canadian dollars. 
MAY —SEPT —OCT
NOAH’S TRAVEL PLANNERS
7103 W. Saanich Rd. Brentwood Bay
•ISSOO''^ (604)652-3981
BE KIND TO YOUR FEET
1 15 STYLES TO
CHOOSE FROM
IMEW ARFliVALS FOR THE 
EASTER HOLIDAY ... .
PUMPS & SANDALS IN SUMMER 
COLORS & VARIOUS STYLES
•fHIr‘q
BEAUTIFULLY STYLED 
BY KAUFMAN ARE 
NOW BACK IN STOCK
TO COME !N AND BROWSE!
652-5822
